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NZ is back
on the radar

The number of IPOsmay be lower this year
but institutions have not lost their investing
appetite, writes Christopher Adams

continued on D2

Those gains have
underpinned local capital

markets action, such as the
$6.6 billion in new capital that
was listed last year through 12

IPOS. Almost $2 billion was
raised through 165 follow-on
capital raisings by existing

issuers in 2014.

T op investment bankers are
bullish about ongoing deals in
the year ahead, including in-
itial public offerings (IPOs),

mergers and acquisitions, block share
sales and debt issues.

But potential market headwinds are
emerging in the form of lacklustre
global economic growth, geopolitical
risks and challenges within the domes-
tic economysuch as fallingdairyprices
and the kiwi dollar’s strength, particu-
larly against its Australian counterpart.

Fuelled by the elixir that is low
interest rates, global sharemarkets
have been going through one of the
longest bull-runs in history. Since
March 2009 the NZX 50 index has
gained more than 130 per cent, while
New York’s S&P 500 has lifted by over
200 per cent.

Those gainshaveunderpinned local
capital markets action, such as the $6.6
billion in new capital listed last year
through 12 IPOs. Almost $2 billion was
raised through 165 follow-on capital
raisings by existing issuers in 2014.

This year has got off to a relatively
quiet start. Onlyone small sharemarket
float has taken place — freight and
logistics operator Fliway Group, which
raised $25 million last month.

However, investment banks are
working on a number of potential deals
behind the scenes including building
supplies company Carter Holt Harvey,
financial risk insurer CBL Insurance
and tertiary training roll-up Base Edu-
cation. Bankers are also hopeful that
media firms NZME — whose brands
include the New Zealand Herald and
NewstalkZB — and TV3 owner
MediaWorks will eventually come to
market as IPOs.

Martin Stearne, a managing director
of investment banking at First NZ Capi-
tal, says there will be fewer floats in
2015 than last year, as the supply of
potential issuers has thinned out fol-
lowing the completion of the Govern-
ment’s asset sale programme and pri-

vate equity exits, such as the IPOs of
Z Energy, Scales Corporation and
Metro Performance Glass. Still, he
reckons up to eight IPOs could take
place this year.

“The last three years have beenvery
active, both in the number of floats and
in size and I think it’s a mark of the
depth of our market that they’ve all

been readily absorbed,” he said.
“I think [the IPO activity] has put

New Zealand back on the radar of
offshore investors.”

Thepartially-privatised power firms
—Genesis Energy,MeridianEnergy and
Mighty River Power — have proved
particularly popular with the foreign
investors hunting for dividend yields.

Stearne says there could be an
increase in block trades of shares as
escrow periods expire on recently
listed stocks. They are agreements
existing shareholders make prior to an
IPO, which forbid them from selling
shares. “Once that escrow expires,
those shareholders are free to sell and
there are a few of those out there from
IPOsof the last twoyears,” says Stearne,
who declined to name any potential
block sales.

“A trend we expect to see in the

medium-term is some of those blocks
coming through to market.”

Ross Christie, of Wellington invest-
ment bank Cameron Partners, says
though it is looking quieter on the IPO
front this year, institutional investors
still have appetite for quality offers.
“There are funds and investors out
there that clearly havemoney to invest
in product,” he says. “Plus there’s retail
money there for the right opportun-
ities.” He says potential remains for
listings of smaller, growth-focused
firms.

“Although, given there have been
quite a number of growth company
listings, they need to be well-formed
and sensibly priced,” Christie says. “In
our view the window [for IPOs] re-
mains open.”

David Gibson, co-head of invest-
ment bank Deutsche Craigs, says in-
vestors are becoming more cautious
about growth-stage technology IPOs.
The post-float performance of recent
tech listings has been a mixed bag.
Some — such as software developers
Vista Group and Eroad, which both
listed last August — have notched up
impressive share price gains.

Others, including travel booking
software provider Serko and measur-
ing device developer ikeGPS, have had
a disappointing run so far. Like Stearne,
Gibson says this year it will be difficult
to match the number of IPOs that took
place in 2014. “There’s probably not the
wardrobe of big deals that we saw in
the last three or four years, but we’ll
see relatively constant volumes albeit
smaller deals.

“I do think therewill be a reasonable
amount of [IPO] issuance, particularly
in the secondhalf of this year.Myguess
is that we will see four or five deals
in the second half.”

On the debt front, Gibson says low
interest rates make for an attractive
environment for corporates to raise

Election slowdown suspected in OIO lag
Foreign investors, primed-up to buy
significant New Zealand commercial
assets, are having to sit tight while the
Overseas Investment Office (OIO)
clears a backlog of applications.

The long waiting periods are frus-
trating.

Not just to the prospective foreign
buyers who face mounting holding
costs. But also to sellers wanting to
realise assets.

There is also a strong suspicion
that some delays are due to the

approvals process being slowed
down by last year’s election cam-
paign where ministers would have
been loath to sign off sensitive deals
until the new Government was re-
solved.

The most significant application
that has yet to be finalised is Chinese
company Shanghai Pengxin’s bid to
buy the 13,843 hectare Lochinver
Station in the central North Island.

Pengxin’s confidential bid was
leaked during last year’s election

campaign and was quickly de-
nounced as a “tragedy” and “mad-
ness” by New Zealand First and the
Conservatives.

If Pengxin gains OIO approval and
the deal is signed off by Chinese
authorities it will be the second-
biggest sale of NZ farmland to a
foreign owner by value and one of
the biggest by area.

The OIO sent its final recommen-
dation on Pengxin’s application to
Associate Finance Minister Paula

Bennett and Land Information Min-
ister Louise Upston in early April.
Bennett said on TVNZ’s Q+A pro-
gramme that the issues were com-
plex.

What wasn’t complex however
was Wilmar and First Pacific’s take-
over bid for Australian breads and
spreads maker Goodman Fielder
which has significant New Zealand
operations.

First NZ Capital’s Christopher
Simcock points out that even the

Chinese authorities cleared the bid
ahead of NZ’s Overseas Investment
Office.

Australia’s Foreign Investment Re-
view Board (FIRB) and its consumer
watchdog also got their approvals in
ahead of the NZ regulatory signoff.

● Simpson Grierson’s Michael
Pollard says it is time to make
some overdue changes to the
overseas investment framework
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House
price
boom
risky, not
alarming

continued on D10

Bill Bennett

UBS Securities warns soaring house
prices in Auckland, Sydney and Mel-
bourne riskmaking banksvulnerable.

In a report UBS says if house prices
continue to rise, the NewZealand and
Australian central banks will inter-
vene and there’s an increased chance
of a future economic shock.

Christopher Simcock, head of cor-
porate client solutions at UBS New
Zealand, says though the risks are
real, the report’s conclusions are not
alarming. “There’s an acknowledged
risk of a correction, but no risk of
collapse.”

Simcock says New Zealand won’t
follow the path the US housing mar-
ket went down in 2006, that saw
thousands of mortgagee sales, and
also bank failures, and triggered the
global financial crisis.

The UBS report says the median
house in Auckland costs 9.8 times the
median household disposable in-
come. In Sydney, the multiple is 10.3.
Houses in most other cities in New
Zealand are priced at around six
times the median income. Even in
Christchurch, prices are stable in
these terms.

Auckland’s multiple is now at an
all-time high and rising faster than
Sydney’s. For house buyers, Auck-
land is one of the most expensive
cities in the world, in third place
behind Vancouver and Sydney.

About 38per cent of all loansmade
by the top four banks in Australia and
New Zealand are for mortgages in
Auckland, Sydney and Melbourne.

Simcock says: “The four top Aus-
tralian banks: ANZ, NAB,Westpac and
CBA, represent a significant pro-
portion of the ANZ 200 market capi-
talisation. They are among the stocks
that international investors are most
interested in. Given experiences else-
where in the world, investor
conversations often turn towards
house prices and debt leverage.

“We haven’t yet seen those
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Is NZ taking full advantage
of the FMCA reforms?

A vibrant capital market is a cornerstone
to a high performing economy.While

somemarket participants have grasped
the opportunities afforded by regulatory

reform it would be great to seemanymore
issuers and advisers utilising the

innovation now possible through the
FMCA.

Jim McElwain says there’s never beenmore opportunity to boost our capital markets

T he Capital Markets Develop-
ment Task Force noted in its
2009 report that NZ’s capital
markets were small by inter-

national standards relative to the size
of the economy. How are we faring,
five years on?

The capitalisation of the NZSX is
presently $102 billion, or 43 per cent
of GDP, a substantial uplift from 2008
when the market capitalisation, post
the Global Financial Crisis was $47
billion or 27 per cent of GDP. Though
an improvement, this still ranks New
Zealand third lowest among member
countries of the World Federation of
Exchanges and the market capitalisa-
tion in NZ was around 60 per cent
of GDP in the mid 1990’s.

What have been factors in the
market’s revival and how could we
better facilitate innovation?

The recommendations of the
taskforce’s report have been largely
adopted and reflected in policy
reforms including establishment of
the Financial Markets Authority
(FMA) and passage of the Financial
Markets Conduct Act (FMCA). These
reforms are directed at making a
more efficient market and improving
investor confidence.

The Government’s Mixed Owner-
ship Model (MoM) programme has
been a significant factor in the mar-
ket’s revival, where the three
gentailers (energy companies) are
now capitalised at $12 billion.
Councils should also consider listing
and part-privatising their infra-
structure assets including ports and
airports. Aside from the benefits of
releasing cash for other, high-priority
infrastructure spending, listing assists
the cornerstone shareholder through
market disciplines and monitoring
performance of the listed business.

It is encouraging that in its Long
Term Plan consultation document,
the Christchurch City Council is pro-
posing a $750 million release of capi-
tal from its commercial arm Christ-
churchCityHoldings, theparent com-
pany of key assets such as Lyttelton
Port Company, Orion, and Christ-
church International Airport. Auck-
land Council also faces challenges
funding transport infrastructure.

The market has benefited from
growth in assets under management
by the NZ Super Fund, ACC and in
Kiwisaver funds, which now amount

to around $83 billion in aggregate.
However only around 10 per cent of
Kiwisaver investments are typically
allocated to theNZ sharemarket. This
is partly due to the default Kiwisaver
funds being invested in conservative
funds, mostly comprised of bonds
rather than equities. INFINZ has
advocated that the “life-cycle” ap-
proach should be applied to con-

servative funds whereby the asset
allocation varies with age, reducing
the risk profile as investors approach
retirement.

The listing of Xero (itself presently
capitalised at $2.5 billion) has blazed
a trail for subsequent listings of tech-
nology growth stocks which in 2014
included Vista Group, ERoad, Orion
Health, Serko and Gentrack. But what
more canbedone to assist companies
with capitalisations of less than $50
million?

Enter the Financial Markets Con-
duct Act (FMCA) Both crowdfunding
and peer-to-peer platforms can now
apply to the FMA to become ‘licensed
intermediaries’. This status allows
companies to use such platforms to
issue shares or raise money from the
public without having to go to the
expense of supplying a full product
disclosure statement. There is a $2
million annual cap on how much
equity a company may raise or a
borrower may borrow.

Three Equity crowd funding
platforms have been established
which have collectively raised $6m
to date. Harmoney, a peer to peer
lending platform, says it has $100
million to lend in its first year of
operation. A simplified process is also
available for small personalised
offers. To qualify, the offer must seek
to raise no more than $2 million in
any 12-month period and must be
limited to 20 investors — each of
whom is connected personally or
professionally to the issuer.

The flexibility to establish lower-
cost platforms for raising equity is
another innovation the act facilitates.
The NZX has established the NXT
market, targeting businesses with

market capitalisations between $10
million and $100 million. To simplify
the initial public offering (IPO) pro-
cess and reduce listing costs, it is
proposed that businesses will not be
required to provide prospective (fore-
cast) financial information or full con-
tinuous disclosure. The NZX is re-
ported to be talking to a number of
potential issuers.

The FMCA also permits “low doc”
offers of the same class of securities
where they are already listed on the
market, given that these companies
will already be under obligations of
continuousdisclosure. Thiswill lower
the costs of issuance and thereby the
cost of capital and by shortening the
time elapsed till placement, reduces
the risk of mispricing. It will also
facilitate smaller and more frequent
capital raises. This would enable a
growing company to raise capital on
better terms as it proves itself, and for
more established companies has
afforded the ability to build a debt
portfolio of varying tenor. Auckland
International Airport was the first to
make a debt offering under these
provisions, with a $150 million fixed-
rate bond offer in May 2014.

A vibrant capital market is a cor-
nerstone to a high performing econ-
omy. Though some market partici-
pants have grasped the opportunities
afforded by regulatory reform and its
early days, it would be great to see
many more issuers and advisers
using the innovation now possible
through the FMCA.

● JimMcElwain is theExecutive
Director of the Institute of Finance
ProfessionalsNewZealand Inc
(INFINZ).

Back on overseas investors’ radar
continued from D1 

capital through bond issues. “The cost
of debt margins has come right in.
And with maturities coming off on a
whole lot of [debt] issues, there’s a
shortage of product . . . it’s a pretty
attractive time to be issuing at the
moment.”

Last month dairy giant Fonterra
attracted $100 million of over-
subscriptions for its 2021 bonds,
which raised $350 million and will
pay annual interest of 4.33 per cent.

Gibson says this country’s rela-
tively strong economic performance
will drive continued interest in this
country from overseas investors.
“That [economicperformance] is very
relevant to the way capital comes
intoNewZealand.When I think about
the last few years, one of the big shifts
has been the willingness of offshore
capital to look at New Zealand.”

He says the large IPOs of recent
years — such as Meridian, Mighty
River, and the Fonterra Shareholders’

Fund — required foreign capital.
“Offshore institutions did thework,

at a macro level, on New Zealand —
that was the starting point — and we
got the tick,” he says. “I do think the
high-growth, relatively high yield en-
vironment New Zealand has, as well
as stable government, strong mi-
gration and the earthquake recovery,
lends itself to a positive environment
for attracting offshore capital.”

Gibson says there is scope for
continued mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) activity. There were some big
M&A deals last year, including the
roughly $1 billion sale of Carter Holt’s
pulp, paper andpackaging businesses
to Japan’s Oji Holdings and Inno-
vation Network, as well as Beijing
Capital Group’s $950 million pur-
chase of Australian waste manage-
ment firm Transpacific Industries’
New Zealand assets.

“Globally we’re seeing M&A
volumes recover [following the global
financial crisis] and in New Zealand
we are also seeing that with some

large ticket deals being done using
foreign capital. M&A will continue to
grow, I think, in the next year or two.”

But there’s one big question on
many a market watcher’s lips — how
long can the good times roll on? The
NZX50,which gained 18per cent over
2014, rose another 3 per cent between
January 5 and May 8.

Craigs Investment Partners head
of private wealth research Mark
Lister says he expects conditions will
remain buoyant for some time,
although after years of strong returns
many stocks had become expensive.

The New Zealand market is cur-
rently trading at close to 20 times
forward earnings, well above the his-
torical average since 2001 of about
15 times.

“It’s becoming increasinglydifficult
to find good, well-priced opportun-
ities,” Lister says.

“The market’s not going to see the
same gains that it has over the last
few years.

“My key issue in terms of

headwinds for the market is that
valuations are looking stretched from
this point, which means future
returns will be lower.”

He says everything comes back to
the low interest rate environment.

“That’s really the key difference
compared to other cycles.

“We’ve never seen a period where
interest rates are so low, or negative
in many cases around the world.
That’s been one of the key drivers of
why this bull market has pushed on
for somuch longer andmore strongly
than many people have predicted.”

In its latest monthly investment
outlook, Craigs says the link between
stock values and interest rates has
become so extreme that signs of
worsening economic conditions actu-
ally push up share prices as investors
assume thatmeans rateswill stay low
for longer.

Lister said many investors have
become complacent about the risks
facing markets.

“We’ve had so many good years

in a row now and people have sort
of forgotten that there’s a lot of fra-
gility in the world economy.

“We’ve still got very high debt
levels, risks around Europe and geo-
political issues with Russia and the
Middle East and so forth.

“One thing that does worry me is
people getting complacent, thinking
it’s been plain sailing for the last five
years so let’s just carry on.”

INFINZ
industry awards
Arecord turnout ofmore than800
guests is expectedatAuckland’s
LanghamHotel this evening for the
annual INFINZ IndustryAwards. At
theblack tie dinner, the capital
markets industrywill recognise the
success andprofessional
standardsof leadingparticipants.

INFINZpresents awards in
corporate treasury, banking, funds
management, sharebroking, equity
analysis, investor communications,
best debt issue anddebtdeal and
equitydeal and for thebest
mergers andacquisitions
transaction.ALeadershipAward is
alsopresented.

NZME. ismediapartner for the
INFINZ IndustryAwards. TheNZ
Herald’s TheBusiness is sponsorof
the Institutional Banking
InnovationAward.

INFINZ,withmore than900
members, is the leading
professional body for those
operating inNewZealand’s
wholesale financial andcapital
markets.www.infinz.com.
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Let’s love financial markets
Vibrant capital markets are essential for businesses to grow,
innovate, export and create jobs. Commerce and Consumer Affairs
Minister Paul Goldsmith outlines recent developments that give
people confidence to invest and businesses the capital they need

Sound, accessible and
impartial financial advice

leads tomore people
saving, investing in our
financial markets and

better financial outcomes
for all New Zealanders.

Paul Goldsmith

N ew Zealand has had a long
love affair with residential
property. Considering our
past experiences with capi-

tal markets, it’s easy to see why.
In recent memory, mum and dad

investors have experienced several
upheavals in the market. Each time,
many families have lost their savings.
Bricks and mortar, by contrast, seem
so much safer. So the focus of gov-
ernment policy in capital markets is
to increase levels of investor confid-
ence in the conduct of financial
markets, so that more New Zea-
landers will include them in their
savings plans.

We also know that strong capital
markets are central to anyproductive
and competitive economy – busi-
nesses need access to capital to grow.
When these markets operate well
they help drive growth, create jobs
and increase incomes.

New Zealand’s capital markets
have recently been through massive
regulatory reforms, culminating in
the Financial Markets Conduct Act. I
know that while some aspects of the
new regime will reduce costs, overall
the transition has been costly for
industry to implement.

Our judgment remains those
changes were necessary. The Act
aims to promote growth through the
confident and informed participation
of businesses, investors and
consumers in the financial market.

These new laws will improve the
quality of disclosure documents for
investors, strengthen the governance
of financial products, and enable bet-
ter innovating and flexible methods
for firms to raise capital.

The changes are being phased in
over the next year or so, and my

attention will be on the implemen-
tation of these changes and keeping
in contact with all players to ensure
the new regime is effective in
delivering fair, efficient and transpar-
ent financial markets.

To improve access to capital so
businesses can grow, we have made
it possible for start-ups and other
small and medium enterprises to
access innovative, flexible methods
of raising capital, such as crowd-
funding and peer-to-peer lending.

New regulations also allow NZX to
operate a market with rules targeted
specifically at small and medium
sized firms. Meantime, we havemade
some important changes that will
protect New Zealand’s reputation as
a good place to do business by
amending the legislation that
underpins our company registration
system and how we enforce it.

New requirements in the Com-
panies Amendment Act will make it
a lot harder for overseas shell com-
panies to misuse our system for their
own criminal gain.

From May 1 this year, companies
in NewZealandwill bemore account-
able and transparent and the
Registrar of Companies will have
greater enforcement powers.

For example, companies filing
annual returns after July 1 will need
to provide the date and place of birth
of all directors and details of any
ultimate holding company, if they
have one.

Another priority is ensuring New
Zealanders have access to high-
quality financial advice to support
investment decisions. Sound, access-
ible and impartial financial advice
leads to more people saving,
investing inour financialmarkets and
better financial outcomes for all New
Zealanders.

In March the Government kicked

off a review of the legislation that
governs how financial advice is pro-
vided. TheFinancialAdvisersAct and
the Financial Service Providers (Reg-
istration and Dispute Resolution) Act
were designed to help consumers
make informed decisions and ensure
our capital markets function well.

These Acts sought to increase the
professional standards of financial
advisers, and promote greater partici-
pation in capital markets.

It is now time to review these Acts,
make sure they are working well and
identify areas where New Zealand
can do better.

It’s important that we understand
the industry’s perspective along with
the needs and expectations of
consumers when seeking financial
advice.

An issues paper will soon be re-
leased for public consultation. I
strongly encourage people to partici-
pate and comment on the questions
identified.We have an opportunity to
see if we can make the regime less
complex and more effective for the
investing public.

Among other things, we are inter-
ested in hearing whether people
understand how advisers are
regulated and whether regulatory
requirements and compliance costs
reduce people’s access to financial
advice. This review is also an oppor-
tunity to consider the long-term fu-
ture of New Zealand’s market for
financial advice.

It’s worth mentioning that many
New Zealanders presently have little
opportunity to engage in capital
markets. We want more New Zea-
landers to build up financial assets,
and improving financial literacy has
to be part of the mix.
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Easier access to Oz listings
Relaxed requirements for dual listing would recognise our strong business links, writesRachel Taylor

Companies with dual listings can obtain exposure to
a broader pool of investors, creating liquidity, gain
greater access to capital, and enhance visibility in

both the New Zealand and Australianmarkets.

Rachel Taylor

R ecent proposals to change
the way New Zealand
listed companies can
appear on the Australian

Stock Exchange (ASX) will make
dual listing cheaper.

The changes would also encour-
age new listings. ASX currently
permits New Zealand companies to
list without having to comply with
the full suite of listing rules – but only
if theymeet high profits, net tangible
assets and shareholder spread
requirements.

NZX listed companies are
required to have 500 shareholders
and the ASX 1000. Not one of New
Zealand's 32 dual listed companies
presently meets these criteria.

ASX recently sought submissions
on the changes which, if adopted,
will allowcompanieswith a primary
listing on NZX to list on ASXwithout
having to comply with these high
tests.

The changeswould recognise the
strong business links between Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, and that the
NewZealand listing regime is robust.
ASX’s proposal also refers to the
high level of co-operation and
mutual recognitionbetween the two
countries in corporate and securi-
ties regulation.

The joint submission by DLA
Piper in New Zealand and Australia
to the ASX supports the proposed
changes.

We consider the changes will be
beneficial to all New Zealand com-
panies because they will remove
barriers that have, in the past, dis-
couraged companies from becom-

ing dual listed, particularly the sig-
nificant costs and compliance
associated with meeting NZX and
ASX rules.

If the proposals are adopted, NZX
listed companies will find it easier
to apply for a secondary listing on
the ASX, and ongoing compliance
costs will be cheaper.

Companies with dual listings can
obtain exposure to a broader pool
of investors, creating liquidity, gain
greater access to capital, and en-
hance visibility in both the New
Zealand and Australian markets, in-
cluding through greater coverage
from analysts.

The relaxed requirements will
only apply to companies with a
primary listing on the NZX Main
Board and not its smaller NZAX and
NXT markets, which have fewer
compliance requirements than the
Main Board.

Dual listing on ASX offers a range
of benefits to New Zealand com-
panies.

As mentioned above, they get
access to a greater pool of capital.
Large initial public offerings like the
recent Genesis, Mighty River Power
and Meridian floats sought large
investment.

It would also satisfy those invest-
ment fund managers who require a
company ito be ASX listed before
they will buy its shares.

Also, there is the fact that many
of these businesses operate in Aus-
tralia; listing on ASX makes sense in
terms of their profile. As for current
disadvantages, the additional costs
of dual listing is the key one.

There are other practical challen-
ges such as managing the release of
information to the markets in differ-
ent time zones.

Presently, 35 New Zealand-based
companies are listed on the ASX,
and 32 of them have a primary
listing on NZX.

All 32 dual-listed companies have
a duplicated compliance burden of
meeting the requirements of both
the NZX Main Board and the ASX
listing rules.

The listing rules of both exchan-
ges are similar, but they are not the
same, and legal advice often needs
to be sought on how to comply with
both regimes.

Waivers need to be sought from
compliancewith one of the regimes,
with no benefit to shareholders.

Examples are inconsistent time-
tabling requirements for rights
issues, differences in exceptions for
non pro-rata offers, and minor dif-
ferences in the treatment of buy-
backs and unmarketable parcels of
shares.

Submissions on the consultation
closed on April 20 and the ASX has
not indicated when the proposed
changes will come into effect.

But New Zealand companies and
their advisers arewatching thiswith
great interest.

● RachelTaylor is apartner atDLA
PiperNewZealandand,withDLA
PiperAustralia advises companies on
listing and rule compliance.DLA
Pipermost recently advised thea2
MilkCompanyLimitedandVista
Group International ondual listing.
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The new big O.E.
Investment by New Zealand firms in companies and assets overseas offers a chance to diversify earnings into
growthmarkets and lift returns to our economy. Sowhy isn’t theremore of it, asksDavid Green

Trade and
investment flows —
31 Dec 2014

$50,506m
Total merchandise exports (fob,
actual values)

$17,673m
Export of services

$68,179m
Total exports

$34,909m
Stock of New Zealand’s direct
investment abroad

$109,137m
Stock of foreign direct
investment in New Zealand
Source: Statistics New Zealand

D iscussion on New Zealand’s
trade and investment flows
typically focuses on our
growing export success or

wide-ranging views on foreign invest-
ment in this country.

Relatively little tends to be said
about direct investment by New Zea-
land firms in assets and businesses
offshore. This lack of discussion
about overseas direct investment
(ODI) reflects the fact that there is
much less of it.

According to Statistics New Zea-
land data, the stock of foreign direct
investment inNewZealand at the end
of 2014 was $109 billion (a material
subset of the approximately $350
billion of total foreign investment in
New Zealand). In contrast, the stock
of New Zealand’s direct investment
abroad was just $35 billion, around
half the value of goods and services
New Zealand exported in 2014.

This is among the lowest levels in
the OECD as a percentage of GDP.

Rising exports have long driven
this country’s returns from offshore
markets, but ODI offers further poten-
tial benefits for New Zealand’s busi-
nesses and economy.

Diversifying earnings into expan-
sion opportunities offshore can de-
liver a further lift to economic growth.

For exporters familiar with over-
seas markets, ODI is a way to shorten
supply chains, get closer to cus-
tomers, and increase returns. It can
also open up access to valuable new
sources of liquidity and capital.

New Zealand produces some
world-class intellectual property, and
investment in growing overseas
markets can help our businesses to
reap benefits from their knowledge
and skills on a much larger scale.

All of which has led some to ask
why so relatively few New Zealand
companies appear to be pursuing
these rewards.

Given that many firms now have
low debt levels and high liquidity,
amid reasonably benign interest rates
and a strong dollar, New Zealand’s
low rate of ODI is perhaps surprising.

Certainly, investing directly in
overseas markets can be challenging
and is a major leap for many firms.
It demands considerable care and
due diligence to ensure you are
investing wisely in businesses and
assets that will provide a good return.

Establishing ameaningful foothold
in larger markets can also require
significant capital and resources,
often beyond the capacity of New
Zealand’s many small businesses.
And though there have been some
notable successes, there have also
been disappointments.

Historically, New Zealand’s returns
on overseas investments have
tended to be lower than what foreign
investors achieve in New Zealand.

ANZ economists assess that if off-
shore returns to New Zealand com-
panies matched the rates achieved in
this country by overseas firms it
couldadd$2billion to $3billionayear
to our economy.

Those who succeed with ODI en-
joy significant potential to grow and
diversify their business. One good
example is Fletcher Building, which
has, for over a decade, had a delib-
erate strategy of geographic diversi-
fication.

This has enabled it to pursue new
growth opportunities across a num-
ber of overseas markets and mitigate
the risk of downturns in the New
Zealand building cycle.

Today, more than half of its
revenues come from beyond New
Zealand.

Fletcher Buildinghas spokenof the
importance of preparation and pati-
ence; putting in the time and effort
for thorough due diligence on their
investments.

They say the investments that
work best for them are ones where
they have bought the right business
for the right price, typically acquiring
companies that are number one or
two in the market, and where market
structures have allowed them to gen-
erate a reasonable return from the
outset.

They have typically sought to buy
like businesses, so they know the
market and the business processes
and understand the potential syne-
rgies.

New Zealand firms Infratil, Meri-
dian Energy and Trustpower have all
demonstrated the value of investing
in Australia by applying industry-
leading renewable energy expertise,
while also timing the market well to
exit investments during periods of
strong liquidity.

Meridian realised a profit of
around $600million in 2005 from the
sale of its investment in Australian
hydro generator Southern Hydro,
and Infratil sold Australian electricity
retailer Lumo Energy in 2014 for a
profit of about $350 million.

TrustPower and Meridian Energy
continue to execute a successful
strategy of developing major wind
farm projects across Australia, on
time and under budget, leveraging
the resources of their renewable de-
velopment teams.

Like Fletcher Building, these com-
panies have established a number of
growth options and then waited for
conditions, such as turbine pricing
and foreign exchange rates, to meet
their targets before hitting the green
light on a project with good returns.

Finalising a deal or acquisition is
just the beginning; succeeding with
overseas investment is a long-term
undertaking demanding realistic
growth expectations. And, like any
investment, it is essential to have a
clear strategy.

Successful investors also have a
strong integration plan, including
having the right people in place, and
a clear view of how they will run the
business, and will ensure they have
the resources, focus and commit-
ment to follow through with the plan.

For those contemplating invest-
ment in newmarkets, taking the time
to understand local conditions is
crucial.

It can be tempting to assume they
are similar to New Zealand, when in
fact they are very different. Even in
Australia there are significant differ-
ences in the way business is done.

Languageandcultural barriers and
regulatory differences also need to be
negotiated in many markets, and in
larger countries there can be numer-
ous regional sub-markets to get to
grips with.

But, for firms that master these
challenges, the rewards can be con-
siderable.

A newANZ research report,Asean:
The Next Horizon, points to the sub-
stantial opportunities a resurgent
Southeast Asia will offer for New
Zealand firms to diversify beyond
Australia and China, as that region
emerges as Asia’s third engine of
growth after China and India.

The report tips New Zealand-
Asean trade and investment to poten-
tially double, from US$13 billion last
year to up to US$27 billion by 2025.

Whatever their chosen market,
firms can maximise their chances of
success by calling on the resources
and networks available to help busi-
nesses compete overseas.

NewZealand Trade and Enterprise
can help in researching markets and
have “beachheads advisers” in key
regions – successful private sector
executives ready to share their know-
ledge and experience.

Another useful resource is Kea, a
global network connecting New Zea-
land businesses and individuals with
themore thanonemillionKiwis living
and working overseas, and fostering
the sharing of knowledge, insights
and opportunities.

As a bank with first-hand know-
ledge of the issues and a presence in
key markets across Asia-Pacific and
beyond, ANZ is also playing its part,
including regularly taking businesses
on delegations to identify opportun-
ities and establish connections. By
lifting investment in productive
assets and companies overseas, our
businesses can add a new dimension
toNZ/s trade and investment success,
and boost prosperity by taking more
of New Zealand to the world.

● DavidGreen isANZ’sManaging
Director Institutional, based in
Auckland.
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What’s happening in mergers and acquisitions?
NZ M&A pipeline is looking strong

Deals in progress
CrownCastle Australia
Silver Fern Farms
Fisher & Paykel Finance
Yealands

Prospective deals
Tegel
Hirepool
Vitaco
Christchurch City Council assets

Sam Ricketts

FirstNZCapital’s SamRicketts is upbeat
about the resurgence of mergers and
acquisitions activity worldwide, in-
cludingNewZealandwhich has shown
a gradual recovery since the GFC.

Ricketts — managing director and
head o�nvestment banking — says
First NZ Capital is seeing increased
M&A activity right across the board.

M&A volumes have been particu-
larly robust during the past 12 months
with some very large transactions in-
cluding the $1127.3 million CHH Pulp
and Paper sale to Oji Oceania Manage-
ment; the $643.6 million Infratil/NZ
Super Fund acquisition of Retire Aus-
tralia Holdings; PSP Investments’
$999m acquisition o�he AMP Prop-
ertyPortfolio andBeijingCapital’s $908
million acquisition of Transpaci�c In-
dustries Group.

The signi�cant number of IPOs on
the NZX has captured investor atten-
tion. But Ricketts notes the IPOpipeline
is not as busy as it has been over the

past 24 months.”We are moving more
into an M&A market here. If you look
at volumes domestically and globally
they are signi�cantly up on last year.”

Globally completed or announced
M&A is up 15 per cent on the same
period last year; in Australia announ-
ced or completed deals are up 40 per
cent on the same period last year.
Healthcare, Consumer and Oil and Gas
have been active sectors globally.

First NZ Capital is advising Fisher &
Paykel on the sale o�heir Finance
business and has a range of non-anno-
unced deals in progress.

Ricketts says there is a range of
private equity owned companies in
New Zealand that will explore liquidity
options in thenext 12months. “IPOswill
be an option but I suspect M&A will
be higher up the agenda than it has
been.”

In First NZ Capital's case it has
advised PEP on the sale of Gri�ns to
Universal Robina Corporation, Port of
Otago on the sale o�heir stake in
Lyttelton Port, Vocus on their acqui-
sition of FX Networks and Heartland
Bank on the acquisition of Seniors
Money.

Ricketts says the activity will be
underpinned by sluggish top line
growth forcing companies to seek
growth through M&A; and the sig-
ni�cant amounts of cash availablewith
corporations and private equity funds

(in most cases) sitting on large cash
reserves and/or commitments,

These factors, a low interest rate
environment globally and high equity
market valuations are assisting buyers’
willingness and ability to pursue M&A.

“Weare also seeing somecorporates
looking to tidy up their portfolios,
through divestment of non-core assets
and recycling capital into higher
returning use.”

Ricketts, recently returned from a
week in Asia, said Asian interest re-
mains strong when it comes to inves-
ting in New Zealand.

“If you look at the large trades that
have occurred recently in New Zea-
land the majority o�uyers have been
o�-shore”.

Among them: Carter Holt Pulp &
Paper to Oji (Japan); Scentre Group
assets to GIC (Singapore); Gri�ns to
URC (Philippines); TPI to Beijing Capital
(China) and AMP property Portfolio to
PSP (Canada).

Capital Markets

More listings, lower value
FMCA has brought in a regime that o�ers
opportunities, writesMartin Stearne

NZ First Capital
First NZ Capital acted as an
advisor on the IPOs ofMighty
River Power, Z Energy, Genesis
Energy, Scales, EROAD andOrion;
the Precinct Properties capital
raising; and the Quadrant
placement of shares in Heartland.

A tale of rising capital markets
1
The NZX50 has
posted gains in
each o�he past
three years to April
30, 2015 and
rushed ahead of
the leading indexes
in Australia,
London, New York
and Hong Kong.

2
The forward price-
to-earnings of
stocks on the NZX
presently sits at
20.7 times multiple
up 12 per cent on
the �rst 4 months
of 2014. During the
same time, the
forward PE for the
S&P500 increased
12 per cent to 17.3
times and for the
FTSE100, an
increase of 15 per
cent. Dividend
yields have
continued to fall,
with a present
average gross
dividend yield of 6
per cent. While this
is below the
10-year average, of
6.8 per cent, it
compares with a 2.3
per cent yield for
the ASX200.

A strong economy, lower in-
terest rates, in�ows of
KiwiSaver funds and a re-
newed interest from o�-

shore investors have combined to cre-
ate a resurgence in the New Zealand
equity markets.

The NZX sharemarket has outperf-
ormed its major peers overseas, and
last year saw the highest number of
initial public o�erings (IPOs) in a dec-
ade.

A total of 12 companies were �oated
on the NZX Main Board during 2014,
although the value of IPOs was lower
than in 2013 — a year that included the
listing o�hree big utilities,MightyRiver
Power, Z Energy and Meridian Energy.

The large number of IPOs in 2014
was driven by companies looking to
take advantage of relatively high
valuations on the NZX. Hal�he listings
couldbecharacterised as small- tomid-
cap technology companies raising
capital to fund product development
and overseas growth.

The immediate post-listing perform-
ance o�hese companies has been
mixed. Three o�he stocks comme-
nced trading at a discount to the o�er
price (Serko, IKE, Scales) and three of
the 12 at a premium greater than 10 per
cent to the o�er price (Genesis, Intueri,
EROAD).

The remainder opened at, or at a
small premium to, the o�er price.

Despite the large number o�istings
in the technology sector, $736 million
o�he total $1.8 billion issued was from
Genesis Energy, the �nal company to
be �oated under the Government’s
mixed ownership model plan. A year
on from listing, Genesis Energy is
trading at 23 per cent above its IPO
price.

Vista (trading 121 per cent above
listingprice) andEROAD (trading 35per
cent above) have been the strongest
performers o�he class of 2014.

Both companies sought capital to
fundgrowth strategies. Vista raised $40
million to fund its overseas acquisition
and product development strategy.
EROAD raised $46 million to fund its
North American growth strategy.

The $25 million IPO o�ransport
company Fliway was completed on
April 9, the only company to list on the
NZX Main Board so far this year.

In addition, Precinct Properties
undertook a rights issue in March,
raising $174 million to fund the de-
velopment of property in Auckland.

NZX listings have generally been
focussed towards the centre and back-
half o�he calendar year (since 2004,
only 12 per cent o�istings have taken
place between January and April).

The level of placement activity has
been high for a number of years ($1.6
billion in 2012, $2.8 billion in 2013 and
$223million in 2014), but so far this year
it has been low, Quadrant’s recent
placement of 8.75 per cent of Heartland
Bank being the only placement of note
to date.

A number o�hemajorNewZealand
institutions, however, manage money
on a trans-Tasman basis, and have
been participants in Australian capital
market activity.

The Financial Markets Conduct Act
(FMCA), which replaces the Securities
Act (1978) and certain other securities
legislation, changes the way capital
raisings can be conducted.

In particular, the new act allows so-
called “same class o�ers”, where an
existing listed equity issuer can make
o�ers of shares to the public without
the need for a formal o�er document.

The issuer instead undertakes that
they are in compliance with NZX con-
tinuous disclosure rules and not in
possession of any non-public material
information. For listed companies, this
allows faster preparation of capital
raisings, and reduces compliancecosts.

The many bene�ts o�he new
regime include:

Placements can now be o�ered
to a broader range o�nvestors. (Pre-
viously, undocumented placements
could only be made to “habitual” or
other certain classes o�nvestors,
which excluded smaller shareholders
from participating in placements).

Shares sold in a new issue under
the FMCA are free from resale restric-
tions. (Under the Securities Act, shares
acquired in an undocumented place-
ment could not be acquired “with the
intention of resale”).

Issuers who previously may
have o�ered shares to institutional
investors only in a placement aremore
likely tomake a pro-rata o�er of shares
to all shareholders.

Precinct Properties was the �rst
large-cap New Zealand company to
make a pro-rata o�er under the FMCA,
and it is expected thatmore companies
will follow this year.

Martin Stearne is aManagingDirector
of FirstNZCapital and itsHeadofEquity
CapitalMarkets.
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Crowdfunding, NXT next on list
Crowdfunding is a newway of raising capital online and the NZ Stock Exchange could join the party

Tim Bennett:
Secondary share trading
in crowd-funded firms is
possible.

Rob Cameron:
NXT market will assist
small companies looking
for capital.

T he rapid rise of equity
crowdfunding will comp-
lement NZX’s business
rather than pose a competi-

tive threat, says chief executive Tim
Bennett.

Andhe says the sharemarket oper-
ator could even get in on the action
by establishing an exchange for the
trading of shares in crowd-funded
firms.

Equity crowdfunding, which be-
came possible in New Zealand last
year through a once-in-a- generation
overhaul of securities legislation,
allows companies to issue shares to
the public through online platforms.

Since August last year, more than
$7 million has been raised by three
equity crowdfunding providers —
Snowball Effect, PledgeMe and
Equitise.

Like venture capital, equity
crowdfunding would provide early-
stage funding for small firms, which
would help them grow to the point
where a listing on NZX’s markets
became feasible, Bennett says.

“I’m sure we’ll see the more suc-
cessful crowd-funded companies
move into the [yet-to-launch] NXT
market or the main board over time.”

Invivo Wines, which raised $2
million through a record-breaking

Snowball Effect campaign in March,
says it is considering a NXT listing.
Firms can raise up to $2million in any
12-month period through crowd-
funding, while the minimum NXT
capital raising will be $5 million.

Bennett says NZX could poten-
tially set up an exchange for second-
ary trading in the shares of crowd-
funded firms. No such exchange pres-
ently exists, making it difficult for
investors to exit a crowdfunding in-
vestment.

“If they [crowdfunding platforms]
would like to run a secondary trading
platform, we are more than happy to

help them do that,” Bennett says.
“I don’t think it would be very

complex at all.”
He says crowdfunding was en-

couraging young people to make
equity investments for the first time,
which was a positive development
for the wider capital markets.

Meanwhile, NZX is gearing up for
the launch of NXT, which is targeting
fast-growing firms in the $10 million
to $100 million valuation range.

Bennett says the exchange is still
waiting for a “couple of companies”
to be ready to list, at which time the
market will be launched.

“There’s no point in us launching
something when we don’t have any
companies to list,” he says. “Like
every listing process it’s driven less
byusandmoreby thecompanies and
their advisers.”

The stock exchange has also been
waiting for broker First NZ Capital to
receive sign-off from the Financial
Markets Authority to operate NXT’s
“market maker”.

NXT will have a looser disclosure
regime than the main board, aimed
at encouraging more small firms to
list through keeping a lid on com-
pliance costs.

NZX will fund independent equity
reports on NXT issuers, as small-cap
New Zealand stocks often struggle to
get research coverage from local
brokers. NXT will eventually replace
the NZAX junior market, whose
issuers include BurgerFuel, Snakk
Media and Pushpay.

The new market was an outcome
of the Capital Markets Taskforce,
headed by Wellington investment
banker Rob Cameron, of Cameron
Partners. Cameron says NXT will
assist small firms that often find it
difficult to raise $5 million to $20
million through private capital
raisings.

“NXT fills that gap,” Cameron says.
“The NZX has done a very good job
in tailoring [NXT] for the New Zealand
market.”

Though the exchange is counting
on continuing buoyant market
conditions for NXT’s debut, Bennett
says increased volatility could drive
demand for NZX’s stock options,
which went live last month, and the

NZX 20 index futures contracts it
launched last year.

So far, demand for the futures
contracts has been tepid. The single
stock options — based on Trade Me,
Fletcher Building and Spark shares —
give the buyer the right, but not the
obligation, to buy or sell a fixed
number of shares at an agreed price
in the future. Traders basically bet on
stocks either rising or falling.

“All of these markets take time to
develop and in particular for futures
and options — for these to be success-
ful we actually need a bit of market
volatility and we haven’t seen a lot
of that,” Bennett says.

He says NZX is working with fund
managers and brokers around the
use of options and index futures.

“The first movers in these markets
are always the institutional investors
and their requirements [of them] are
for hedging of portfolios,” says
Bennett. “When you in a market en-
vironment where there’s not a lot of
volatility, there’s not a lot of demand.”

With the Government’s asset sale
programme completed, Bennett says
New Zealand’s capital markets are
entering a new phase of develop-
ment.

“We’ve had some good IPO [initial
public offering] activity over the last
couple of years and we’ll continue to
see that,” he says. “But the next phase
of development will be characterised
by different drivers.

“There’s a different regulatory en-
vironment [the Financial Markets
Conduct Act], different types and
markets and different types of pro-
ducts.”

Capital
Markets
Christopher Adams
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Central bankers reverse roles
Politicians now don themantle of fiscal responsibility, while bankers are the party animals, writes Sean Keane

These days rather
than removing the
punchbowl, central

banks are
increasingly

expected by their
governments to

organise the party,
spike the drinks and
force attendees to
partake to excess.

Sean Keane

O ne of the most remarkable
things about the post-
Lehman environment is the
swapping of traditional roles

by some of the key economic actors.
For some their assigned parts have not
only been recast but havemutated into
the very opposite of what they were
seven years ago.

Themarket traumadelivered by the
Lehman failure changed behaviours in
the public and private sector. Private
sector changes were driven by com-
mercial and economic logic. The public
sector changes have been more
gradual and less scripted. They have
however resulted in politicians donn-
ing the unfamiliar mantle of fiscal
responsibility while central bankers
have become the market’s party
animals.

Getting the central banks to do all
the heavy lifting is asking too much of
them.Governments fear abandonment
by bondbuyers, and they spend a good
deal of time carefully explaining debt
management and balanced budget
policies to keep investors happy. Every
FinanceMinister’s nightmare is the one
Greece now finds itself in, where the
government has no access to funding.
Greek leaders are left with no choice
but to cede economic sovereignty to
Brussels and Berlin for a credit lifeline.

Old approaches to spending and
borrowing simply don’t work in this
environment. Markets are quicker to
punish weak fiscal discipline and
brokenpromises, andgovernments are
forced to honour the economic and the
fiscal undertakings they have made.

Finance Ministers increasingly re-

ject Keynesian expansion plans and
have snapped shut the public purse.
Instead they expect their central banks
to do more of the heavy economic
lifting than at any time in the past.

The central bank response has been
to ease interest rates, and to keep
easinguntil theyeventually reach zero.
In the case of the European Central
Bank (ECB) they have gone even fur-
ther and pushed deposit rates into
negative territory. Those who wish to
deposit money with the bank have to
pay the ECB to hold their cash.

Unfortunately record low rates
have not been as successful as
expected in boosting growth and em-
ployment, and the global economy has
continued to languish. As a conse-
quence worried-looking G20 Finance
Ministers have encouraged their cen-
tral bankers to become ever more

creative in seekingways to lift econom-
ic activity.

Central banks now buy the bonds
issued by their own governments in
enormous size with the objective of
driving down long term interest rates
and loosening financial conditions.
Since 2008 central bank balance
sheets have increased by more than
$8.5 trillion dollars, most of that num-
ber held in government debt.

The buying has not, however, been
restricted to such high quality assets.
Under the broad description of “Quan-
titative Easing”, central banks in some
countries are now in the business of
buying semi-government debt, private
sector credit, and even listed forms of
equity. The march down the credit
curve has been ongoing and pervasive
andhas takencentral banks far beyond
their usual operating parameters.

We are fortunate in our small corner
of the world that such drastic actions
have not become necessary here. Our
certainty that such things won’t hap-
pen is however starting to weaken, as
we watch Australia cut its official cash
rate to a historically low 2.00 per cent.

Australia’s Reserve Bank finds itself
in the same position as others in that
its government has outsourced the job
of economic growth to the central
bank,whilewithdrawing theassistance
that fiscal policy really should be
delivering at this point in the cycle.

The RBA eased last week despite
having significant reservations about
the effectiveness of lowering
borrowing costs any further. The RBA
Governor has also expressed concerns
about the negative impact that every
interest rate cut has on savers— especi-
ally those who rely on fixed income
deposits for their incomes.

The spillover to New Zealand from
this is channelled via the currency
markets. As Australia lowers its rates
the NZD steadily appreciates versus
the AUD, and the two currencies be-
come almost equally valued. As good
as this is for Kiwi morale, it’s bad for
New Zealand exporters and it worsens
our national trade deficit.

The RBNZ doesn’t operate in a vac-
uum. If the rest of theworld is lowering
rates then NZ finds it difficult to resist,
unless we are willing to accept a stron-
ger exchange rate. Governor Wheeler
has been telling us for many months
that our dollar is “unsustainably” and
“unjustifiably”high, so clearly that’s not
something the bank will accept. The
RBNZ is therefore being pushed by

overseas events towards easing once
again, despite the likely impact it will
have on domestic house prices and the
local equity market.

Swapping of roles is much to the
liking, and the benefit, of government
ministers. Themodern financial frame-
work was built around the idea that
independent central banks were
necessary to act in the best long-term
interests of the economy by balancing
the needs and desires of both savers
and spenders. At different times one
or the other group would be reined in
by the central bank, often in response
to fiscal expansions led by aspirational
new governments.

These days rather than removing
the punchbowl, central banks are
increasingly expected by their govern-
ments to organise the party, spike the
drinks and force attendees to partake
to excess. Central bankers have be-
come the ones wearing the paper hats
and topping up the drinks, while Gov-
ernment ministers are quietly turning
down the music and talking sombrely
of fiscal discipline.

This transformation of positions is
considerablymore difficult for the cen-
tral bankers than the politicians to get
comfortable with.

The politicians benefit from the
stimulus delivered by the central bank
policy actions, but also from the ability
to distance themselves from the
actions that are being taken. This
change is much to the liking of the
politicians, though far less to that of the
central bankers.
● SeanKeane isManagingDirector,
TripleTConsulting
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Trans-Tasman balance
is swinging our way
A strong economy is boosting interest in NZ assets, as ASB’s HenryWithers tells Bill Bennett

We’re seeing a
resurgence in companies

wanting to invest in
Australia – they have
strong balance sheets

and they’re looking
across the ditch and

making strategic
acquisitions buying

businesses in order to
expand into the larger

market.
HenryWithers ASB

A fter a significant, extended
boom riding the back of
high commodity prices
Australia’s economy has

now slowed.
HenryWithers, ASB general mana-

ger corporate banking, says that as a
result, a rebalancing between the
Australian andNewZealandeconom-
ies is under way that is leading to an
increase of trans-Tasman investor
interest in New Zealand assets.

“Our economy is stronger than
Australia’s at the moment. We’re see-
ing better relative GDP growth, here
forecast GDP growth is 3 per cent
compared with 2.4 per cent in Aus-
tralia.

“In part this is because Australia’s
resource boom slowed, but there are
other factors in play including stable
and solid economic policies from our
Government. We’ve also put a lot of
hardwork into creating amore robust
capital market framework and that’s
payingoffwithboth international and
local investors.

“There are some good capital mar-
ket initiatives and a relatively high
number of IPOs coming to market.
That was started by the Govern-
ment’s partial asset sales which put
New Zealand on the international
stage from a capital markets perspec-
tive”.

All this has addedup toAustralians
taking a fresh look across the Tasman
and being impressed by what they
see.

It’s not just Australians. Withers
says New Zealand’s “rock star econ-
omy” was a headline that went
around the world. “That was off the
backof our free tradeagreements and
the realisation there is a increasing
demand for protein from Asia’s fast-
growing middle classes. We have a
good soft-commodity story.”

This is about the long term.Withers
says from the bank’s point of view the
current softening in the dairy price
is just cyclical and the ASB believes
that over the medium to long term
demand for New Zealand products
will remain strong. “We’re confident
about the earnings potential for New
Zealand”.

That earnings potential is already
reflected in local equity markets. The
New Zealand market has edged back
from its peak, but is still relatively
close to its all-time high.

There’s also more confidence
about the NZX thanks in part to
government regulations with better
oversight andgreater transparencyof
the market. Withers says the Capital
Markets Task Force did a great job:
“The regulatory framework around

our capital markets is world class.
“We’ve outperformed the major

indices and that includes the ASX.
Two things are driving that: There’s
a lot of capital coming in from
Kiwisaver funds, that’s being
deployed locally and there’s money
from international investors. They’re
looking for growth and New Zealand
is one of the few places that has the
positive growth outlook they want.”

International investors have
noticed how New Zealand has been
relatively untouched by the world
events over the past decade and how
the market here is largely insulated
fromEurope.We’re also seen as being
part of the growth that’s taking place
in Asia.

“Also you’re seeing some really
good businesses coming through,
raising capital and listing on the New
Zealand stock exchange,” adds With-
ers. “The earning profile of New Zea-

land corporates has been very strong
compared with companies in Europe
or elsewhere.”

“Over the last 12months therehave
been 17 IPOs — that’s the highest
number since 2004 —with successful
new businesses like Vista, eRoad and
Evolve. In addition there are larger
opportunities like Genesis Energy.”

Withers says the New Zealand
IPOs are attracting overseas capital.
The Evolve early childcare and edu-
cation group attracted more than
$130million late last year, 70 per cent
from international investors.

ASB expects to see more IPOs
come to market over the next year,
however Withers says there will be
more of a focus on quality and yield.
“The NZX has seen a move from
institutional and domestic investors
towards more defensive, high yield-
ing stocks. Investors are becoming
more cautious about the assets they

are holding for the long term.”
When it comes to Australia, With-

ers says New Zealand capital markets
are holding their own against the
much larger market across the Tas-
man. This is having an impact on
trans-Tasman mergers and acqui-
sitions, in public and private markets.

Merger and acquisition activity
has been steady in recent years.
There were 442 transactions in the
past 12 months compared with 452 in
the previous year. The ASB antici-
pates an increase in M&A activity
over the next 12 months that Withers
says will drive further demand for
capital.

The attractiveness of potential
earnings growth in local companies
compared with their Australian
counterparts means money is
flowing as investors look for New
Zealand assets. Withers points to the
recent private equity transaction
where Champ Ventures invested in
New Zealand’s largest truck rental
and leasing business, TR Group. An-
other example is Crescent Capital
acquiring Prime Panels.

He says this is also working in the
opposite direction with New Zealand
corporates taking advantage of the
purchasing power that comes with a
strong dollar and lower company
valuation multiples in Australia.
“There’s now a big gap between
valuations in New Zealand and Aus-
tralia. We’re seeing a resurgence in
companies wanting to invest in the
Australian market.

“They have strong balance sheets
and they’re looking across the ditch
and making strategic acquisitions,
buying businesses in order to expand
into the larger market.”

Withers says companies are look-
ing to ASB to help them find the
money to grow either locally or in
Australia.

“They’re going where the oppor-
tunities are. Organic growth is
happening, but a lot of firms have
strong balance sheets and cash flows.
That gives them the option of looking
for growth through acquisition. They
are looking for complimentary busi-
nesses either locally or to move into
the Australian market”.

The demand for business capital
is unlikely to diminish in coming
years. Up to one-third of privately
owned New Zealand companies face
succession issues as older owner-
operators look to retirement. Withers
says there’s a backlog because
owners shelved plans during the glo-
bal financial slowdown. Now they are
looking for ways to get out — and that
requires capital.
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Capital Markets

New Zealand has all its ducks in a row, which has held global interest in our capital markets

UBS: Our time to shine

Christopher Simcock (left) and
Andrew Fredericks.

The underlying strength
of themarket here has
improvedmaterially in

the last five years.

Andrew Fredericks

Bill Bennett

I nternational interest in New
Zealand’s capital markets has
stayed buoyant after a period
dominated by three major Gov-

ernment energy floats and IPOs for
the Fonterra Shareholders’ Fund and
TradeMe.

UBS head of corporate client solu-
tions, Christopher Simcock, says the
mixed ownership model (MOM) pro-
gramme — which saw the Govern-
ment sell down its shares in the
energy companies to a 51 per cent
holding — was well received.

“People can look back on theMOM
process as a positive programme. The
performance of Genesis has been
good; the other two (Meridian Energy
and Mighty River Power) have been
mixed.

“Importantly, it put the interna-
tional spotlight on New Zealand.”

UBS executive director of invest-
ment banking Andrew Fredericks
adds that valuations are higher and
the economic background has impro-
ved. But it’s more than that — “inter-
national interest and involvement in
our stock market has increased.”

Fredericks says however that in-
vestors find the current high valua-
tions challenging.

“This isn’t just a local phenomenon
— valuations are high globally. That’s
driven partly by liquidity. The New
Zealand experience is a little different
because we still trade at a discount
to the major indices.

“Yet the underlying strength of the
market here has improvedmaterially

in the past five years. We can look
back to things like the Fonterra IPO
and the TradeMe IPO which galvan-
ised international investor attention
in theMOMprocess. This also assisted
with retail participation.”

Conditions are buoyant but the
UBS executives reckon New Zealand
companies could be doing more to
take advantage of record low interest
rates and record high dollar to spear-
head transformational growth
through acquisition or investment.

“The most noticeable thing is they
are not going and buying businesses
in Australia,” says Simcock.

“The Australian private equity
community has recently raised a lot
of funds and has a mandate to invest
in New Zealand. Global players are

also lookinghere. There’s a newsense
of urgency to invest in New Zealand.”

After years of playing second
fiddle to Australia, Fredericks says,
although there’s a feeling New Zea-
land could wane a little, the two
economies are now finely balanced.
“The recent falls in the milk price are
of concern, so is the lack of tailwind
from the Christchurch rebuild. Pock-
ets of the Australian economy are
going very well. On the other hand
Australia has recently stepped down
its interest rates.

“Because Australia has had 20
years of economic expansion it now
face challenges. The Australian
labour markets are less flexible than
in New Zealand and the governments
are more bureaucratic. The cost of
doing business in Australia is very
high relative to New Zealand and
that’s an advantage for us. This is
broadly recognised by multinat-
ionals.”

Fredericks saysanexampleofhow
this works was when Heinz moved
some production out of Australia to
New Zealand. This was because the
cost of doing business here is sig-
nificantly lower than Australia.

Fredericks attributes New Zea-
land’s positive investment reputation
to an economy and government that
has been able to differentiate itself
from the problems facing the rest of
the world.

“We have a stable government
that’s perceived as being supportive
of business and an economy that is,
in part, driven by soft commodities.
That’s been able to grow while the

rest of the Western world has been
sluggish. It’s our time to shine.”

Though UBS is positive about New
Zealand’s prospects, there are risks —
not least the high valuations. As
Simcock points out: “The NZX is
trading at such full valuations and at
levels that are higher than Australia’s
ASX.”

There are also external risks.
Fredericks says the US Federal Re-
serve and the international interest
policy decision-makers will move in
the near term. That could create a lot
of volatility, which in turn will lead
to nervousness among investors.

“We see institutional investors are
holding record amounts of cash to
protect themselves against volatility.
They are still open to new ideas that
can generate returns. We’re probably
moving towards the top of the cycle.”

Internationally, such factors
should set the scene for a round of
mergers and acquisitions as com-
panies look to add assets as a way
of growing. “You have to look at who
is buying who and what opportun-
ities are available,” says Fredericks.
“New Zealand is a small market. It has
always been challenging to get the
large multinationals to come here to
invest because it is unlikely to be a
strategic priority.”

That said, UBS says there has been
a boost to M&A activity here, much
of it is strategic with a focus from
China and Asia on soft commodity
and agricultural businesses. More tra-
ditional investors from the US, UK
and Australia are focused on more
developed industries.

Boom risky,
not alarming

continued from D1

conversationsbecomealarmist.”
Ahouseprice correction inAuck-

land is unlikely to causeasmuch
damageas the 2006price collapse in
theUS. Simcock says theAustralian
banksare farmorecautious in their
lendingpractices than theirAmerican
counterparts.

“I’mnot awareof thekindof lending
practices that tookplace in theUSor
theUK.We’re in a completelydifferent
environment. There’s not rampant
lending,”hesays.

NewZealand’smarket is different
inotherways. TheUShadahuge
oversupplyof housesasbuilders
gambledonconstructingwholenew
communitieson theedgeof towns.
There is noevidenceof similar building
takingplacehere. “There’s amuch
broaderbase to thehousingmarket
here,” saysSimcock.

He says thatmeans there’s not
going tobe the largenumbersof
mortgagee sales ashappened in the
US,which then fed through into
surroundingareas andsawprices
spiral down.

ThoughAucklandhouses sell at
prices that arehighcomparedwith
Auckland incomes, they are still seen
as relatively cheap tomanyoverseas
buyers. “If you’re apotential buyer in
Chinaor anex-patNewZealander
living inLondon, evenaKiwi in
Australia, youwill seeAuckland
property as cheap”.

TheUBS report says theReserve
Bankhasalready calledouthigher
mortgage riskweightson investment
property lending. Itwarns that if house
prices continue to rise there’s a risk
theReserveBankwill takemeasures
to curbhigher riskmortgages suchas
interest-only loans.
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OIO regime needs a rethink
Outdated ideas and lengthy timeframes are negating some of the benefits of overseas investment, writesMichael Pollard

Allan Crafer looking out over his farm. Legal wrangling over the sale led to restrictions beineg placed on the OIO’s decision-making.

I t is time for a rethink of our
overseas investment laws. De-
bate has raged for years about
the existence and operation of

our foreign investment approval
regime under the Overseas Invest-
ment Act.

To an extent, the regime stands
contrary to New Zealand’s liberal
stance on free trade and its stated
appetite for foreign investment;
although on closer analysis, very few
applications are declined (in fact,
official statistics show no declines in
2014 or the first quarter of 2015).

Given this, the regime generates
unnecessary cost, frustration and de-
lay, especially in circumstances
where a business is already foreign-
owned and the new owner is looking
to inject additional expertise and
capital into our economy.

Two key changes are required.
The scope of the Act, particularly

around the definition of “sensitive
land”, should be narrowed to capture
fewer transactions.

And more resource needs to be
committed to processing applications
in a timely fashion.

The Act requires clearance for
business transactions with a value of
more than $100 million ($496 million
for Australian investors) and in re-
lation to “sensitive land” where there
is no monetary threshold. Business
applications are typically
uncomplicated and faster to process.

Certain types of land investments
are genuinely sensitive — large tracts
of farmland for instance, but also
coastal and high-country land.

These shouldbeprotected forNew
Zealanders by a suitable regime.

However, “sensitive land” should
be more narrowly defined. Many sig-
nificant business transactions are
caught by the regimemerely because
of an incidental land interest which
has no real sensitivity and is of little
value to the public.

Some of the examples we have
seen in recent years seem very dif-
ficult to justify— including short term
leases of retail premises in a historic
building, landnext to railway linesbut
separated by a narrow marginal strip
of land leading to a distant and
uninteresting public park, industrial
premises next to land containing a
tertiary institution with dozens of
buildings but one that is historic.

Sensitive land applications require
the foreign investor to establish that
their investment creates a “substan-
tial and identifiable” net benefit to
New Zealand.

They do this by reference to
criteria specified in the Act, such as
export earnings and job creation. The
2012 litigation flowing out of the
Crafar farms saga now means the
information presented by the foreign
investormust be assessed against the
benefits that should flow from a no-
tional New Zealand investor.

Applications have become sub-
stantial and the Overseas Investment
Office has been burdened with the
difficult role of assessing complex
business transactions against the
criteria mentioned in the Act.

The Act does have advantages. It
provides the Government with a
monitoring tool.

It discourages certain types of
potential investors from even
attempting to buy land or assets — no
doubt the reason for the low decline
rate. In addition, foreign investors are
made to articulate and are, to an
extent, locked into ensuring that
stated benefits flow from OIO ap-
proved business transactions.

However, it is doubtful these bene-
fits originate out of the regime itself.

Most acquisitions take place with
an aim of growth and development.
Capital expenditure, the opening of
new markets and the introduction of

new technology are typical by-
products of this aim. There just
doesn’t seem to be any point in
capturing somanyof the transactions
currently processed.

It is also important for business
efficiency to reduce the cost and
substantial delays of many appli-
cations. Certain land-based applica-

tions attract a filing fee of more than
$22,000. The professional fees, and
specialist reports required to prepare
and accompany applications are
usually greater than this.

The extraordinary amount of de-
tail required means applications are
time-consuming to process.

The OIO has the target of assessing

90 per cent of assessed applications
within 50 business days of active
consideration. The percentage of
applications meeting that target from
July 2014 to March 2015 was 73 per
cent and some transactions are taking
six months to process.

This is too long. More resource
needs to be committed.

The net effect of lengthy process-
ing times is to discourage or defer the
introduction of the very benefits that
underpin applications made by
foreign investors — in nearly all cases,
by many months.

● Michael Pollard is apartner at
SimpsonGrierson

Where has the first third of the year gone?
Andrew Matthews

and Michael Pollard

Aseveryoneknows, 2014wasan
incredibly strongyear forNew
Zealand's capitalmarketswith 16
initial Initial PublicOfferings (IPOs).
On thebackof that, expectations
wereveryhigh for 2015. Some
commentatorspredictedmore than
20 IPOs, expectationswerehigh for
Mergers andAcquisitions (M&A)
drivenbya seller'smarket combined
with lower funding costs, andall eyes
werekeenlywatchingNZX's newNXT
market.

A thirdof theway into theyear,
announceddeals havebeen fewer
thananticipatedand theprocess for
gettingdeals done slower than
expected.We've seen just one IPO
(Fliway), although there are still a
numberbeing talkedabout in the
market and it's fair to say that
expectations remainhigh.And there's
good reason for this; the conditions
shouldbe favourable.

Therehasbeena substantial
reinvigorationofNewZealand's
capitalmarketson thebackof the
Crownprivatisationprocess and last
year's IPOs. Listedcompanies also
have theopportunity tousehigh
valuations to raise further capital (for
war chests, deleveraging, acquisitions
or toaccelerate capex for future
earnings, egPrecinct Properties’
recent raising) andcorporate lending
remains competitive. KiwiSaver

coffers keepgrowingandneed tobe
deployed. Private equity (overall) is
bothabuyer anda seller,with some
fundsneeding to realise assets and
othersneeding to spend.

Our impression is that thevalue
gapbetweenbuyers andsellers is
lessening.NewZealand is still seen
internationally asdelivering some
great assets andgreat value.Wesaw
thiswithAccel Partners investing
US$100m inXeroearlier this year.

Sowhat does the rest of theyear
look like?

Weexpect things topickup.With
current conditions, the assets inplay
(orunder consideration) and the
activity todate this year,webelieve
weareonaprecipiceof corporate
activity. Thereare anumberof
companies that havepublicly
announced their intention to
entertain a capital raisingor sale
process, includingFisher&Paykel
Finance, Silver FernFarmsand
PumpkinPatch.Andweknowthere
areplentymorekeeping their cards
closer to their chests.

Capitalmarkets are still viewedas
a strongexit optionbutwill likelybe
consideredalongsideadual-track

M&Aprocess. Thiswill allowsellers
to test all optionsanddriveM&A
competitive tensionagainst that in
thepublicmarkets. Rumours in
Australianmedia reportsputVitaco
Health, aNextCapital company, in this
category. CarterHoltHarvey is being
tipped for IPO this year.

Companies coming to thepublic
marketswill need tocontinue to
demonstratevalueandexpected
growthpaths. A level of pricing
scepticismmay, to anextent, be
presentwith a significantnumberof
recent floats currently tradingbelow
their listingvalue (in anenvironment
where theNZX50 indexhas
increased).

Investorswillwantprospective
financial information— therewas
protestwhenOrionHeathproceeded
without it. However,where the
markethasn't been satisfiedabout
value, it hasn't been shy tomake that
known (for example, theproposed
float ofHirePool last year).

Secondary capitalmarkets sell-
downswill continueas selling
shareholders in IPOs comeoff their
escrowarrangements.

Takeoverswill pickupwhere the
sharepricedoesn't reflect the true
value. In thepast 18monthsor so,
thingshavebeen fairly quiet (with
pricesbuoyedby the strongcapital
markets) butwe've also seenan
approachonAbano, the takeoversof
LytteltonPort CompanyandTurners
Group, an,dmost recently, it looks like

HorizonEnergywill beprivatisedby
EasternBayEnergyTrust. Scrip
takeoverswill be agreat option for
a listedbuyer, given theavailability
of the relatively recentquoted
financial products exemptionunder
theFinancialMarketsConductAct.

NXT is on thehorizon.
Everyone iswaiting to seehowthis

launches,with a strongdesire that the
first few listings fly anddemonstrate
thevalue themarketdelivers. There
is lots of chat in themedia about
possibilities, includingStraker
Translations, andResults.com.

Others like Invivowines, Fronde
andBooktrackhavebeenmentioned
but areunderstood tobe less likely
for anything immediate.

Privateequity fundswill continue
tobeactive. At the right price, they
are currently buyers andsellers.
Several fundswill try to realise assets
they'veheld for awhile, aiming to
deliver returns to their investors.
Speculationcontinuesas to the likes
ofHirePool andWherescape (two
possible IPOs from2014 thatdidn't
eventuate). At the same time, some
PE funds (particularly inAustralia)
havea lot of drypowder andare
looking todeploy. All optionsareon
thecardshere – secondaryprivate
equity sales, trade sales and IPOs.

Overall, theoutlook for the
remainderof 2015 is strong.
● AndrewMatthews is a senior
associate andMichal Pollardapartner
at SimpsonGrierson.
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Myth 1:
Invest in what you know.
If you have become an angel investor,
what you used to know is unlikely to
be relevant. Instead, you should be
technology agnostic and consider all
opportunities.Most winners are black
swans— random opportunities where
success seems obvious with the
benefit of hindsight.

Myth 2:
Focus on making money
You can't look at a start-up company
the way you look at the stockmarket.
Themargins and projections an
inventor or CEO provide are almost
always wrong. Focus on whether they
are creating value, and in turn, a
valuable company.

Myth 3:
The key is good due diligence.
Investors often feel a robust due
diligence process will result in a good
decision. But you cannot capture the
data required to show if there is
inherent value in a start-up. Instead,
you have to develop good intuition
and use your heart to make decisions.
This is not something that fits into a
standard due diligence checklist.

Myth 4:
Don't let emotions cloud your
decision.
Since start-ups can't give you reliable
data, you have to pay attention to
your emotions. If, for whatever
reason, you don't like the founders, it
doesn't matter how amazing their
businessmodel is.

Myth 5:
Build a consensus among a
syndicate of investors.
Most investors look for consensus. But
historical data shows the best invest-
ments are controversial. If an idea is
obvious it is unlikely any particular
company will dominate the industry.

Myth 6:
Success comes from adding value.
Everyone working in investment likes
to think they add value. The harder
you have to work for an investment
the less likely it is to succeed. Instead,
invest in a team that has the
technology and understands the
market. Investors don't build
companies, entrepreneurs build
companies.

Myth 7:
Protect yourself from follow-on
investment.
By including protective provisions for
yourself, you will likely poison the
company. If you think you need them
because you don't trust the entre-
preneur, don't invest in the company.

Myth 8:
Valuation is important.
You can focus somuch on valuation
that you lose sight of what is
important. So often after signing a
deal investors go through a surprise at
the first boardmeeting. They were
buried in term sheets and negotiated
from a presentation that is now long
out of date.

Myth 9:
It is cheap to start a company now.
This is true, but it is more expensive
than ever to build a successful
company. Anyone can start a
company, whichmeans there is a lot
of competition. Growth costs money,
and a flat open world doesn't
necessarily make things cheap.

Myth 10:
Diversify your portfolio.
There is no point diversifying into
arbitrary categories. Diversify your
entire portfolio, but not your angel
investments. Instead of chasing hot
sectors, invest in ideas that are
exciting and have an edge— things
that could be the next black swan.

Angels and the black swan
Silicon Valley investment an art, not a science says expert

Most winners are black
swans — random

opportunities where
success seems obvious

with the benefit of
hindsight.

Tim McCready

Bill Reichert
sees huge
opportunities
for investors in
NZ.

A leading American venture
capitalist, Bill Reichert,
believes entrepreneurs and
investors have a huge op-

portunity in New Zealand, particu-
larly in the areas of graphics, ani-
mation and agriculture.

Reichert, managing director of
Garage Technology Ventures which
is based in California’s Silicon Valley,
says New Zealand has a unique and
compelling advantage across a vari-
ety of sectors and is ripe for disrup-
tive innovation.

He says New Zealand now has
strong angel groups that have made
good investments, and some have
graduated to small venture-style
funds. However, he feels angel
resources couldbemore aggressively
pooled so that capital is set aside for
follow-on investment when com-

panies go global. A beachhead ad-
viser for New Zealand Trade and
Enterprise (NZTE) Reichert travelled
with SVForum chief executive officer
Adiba Barney to Auckland and the
other main centres, making presenta-
tions and meeting entrepreneurs, in-
vestors and business leaders.

They were supporting Callaghan
Innovation’s incubator programme
and providing local technology busi-
nesses with a connection in Silicon

Valley. Barney believes New Zealand
should leverage the success of tech-
nology companies like Xero — just as
Sweden, her home country, has done
with the likes of Skype, Spotify,
Minecraft and Candy Crush. They
have strengthened the Swedish inno-
vation ecosytem.

She says Xero is a trailblazer and
the network it has created will make
the path easier for future companies
to follow.

Reichert outlined his 10 invest-
ment myths New Zealand angel in-
vestors and innovators could learn
from (right):

His parting advice was that the
water separating New Zealand and
SiliconValley shouldn’tmatter – there
is also a lot of space between Silicon
Valley and New York. New Zealand
should recognise its strengths and
successes, feel the pride and not be
afraid to brag about it.

● TimMcCready isDirector of Innovation&TradeCorrespondent
forNZ INC.Hehasworked in thepublic andprivate sector inNew
Zealandandoffshore growingNZbusinesses globally.
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Targeting ‘smart capital’ NZTE’s focus
Quentin Quin

Quentin Quin
says the role of
NZTE Capital is
to facilitate
“financial
matchmaking”.

Our purpose at New Zealand Trade
and Enterprise (NZTE) is to grow
companies internationally — bigger,
better, faster — for the benefit of the
New Zealand economy.

We work to increase New Zealand
companies’ international success by
helping them boost their global reach
and build capability. We use our
global connections — spread across
38 international offices — and lever-
age our government imprimatur to
help New Zealand companies enter
and grow in international markets.

Scaling internationally typically
requires a revised perspective on
investment needs and capital
structures of companies to really ma-
terialise these international growth
strategies. The role of the NZTE Capi-
tal team is to facilitate the financial
matchmaking between investor and
investee.

Globally there is no shortage of
capital, but ultimately we target
“smart capital” — in other words
attracting capital which not only
funds R&D, technology, facilities, and
new talent, but also provides valuable
access to new markets, skills and
knowledge through the investors’
networks. We also target investors
who support our value-add exports.

How do we do this?
Through our three-stage Better by

Capital programmewe help New Zea-
land companies to understand their

capital options (Orientation), improve
their investment proposition (Readi-
ness) and ensure companies attract
the right capital, from the right provi-
ders at the right time (Connections).

During this financial year more
than 200 New Zealand companies
have participated in the programme.
Of these, eight companies have
secured deals worth a combined
$106.8 million.

In addition to financial outcomes
the programme has helped com-

panies to improve their capital
savviness, become more pitch-
proficient, address governance, fac-
tor in sustainable succession plan-
ning and re-structure their business
models to sustain growth.

Last year the innovative Hawkes
Bay based apple grower Havelock
North Fruit Companywas looking for
investment to lease land to increase
its production of Rockit apples, a new
miniature variety, to support demand
across 18 new export markets.

The company used the program-
me to develop its investment pitch
for the inaugural New Zealand
Agribusiness Investment Showcase
at Mystery Creek Fieldays, hosted by
NZTE, ASB and KPMG. This led to an
oversubscription for the company’s
first round of funding, closing at $6.8
million a month later.

In addition we focus on attracting
foreign direct investment (FDI) and
increasing investment into the
regionsbeyond the fourmaincentres.

We target seven priority sectors
where New Zealand has global
competitiveness and in sectors that
are sustainable — primary industries,
premium food and beverage, special-
isedmanufacturing, infrastructure, oil
and gas, ICT/digital and shared
services. Since July 2014 inward in-
vestment has totalled $756 million
enabling existing businesses to con-
tinue and improve operations, while
providing expansion capital for new
ventures.

Working with regional Economic
Development Agencies is critical to
identifying specific investment op-
portunities. We have a joint initiative
with Spearhead Manawatu to lever-
age the region’s call centre infra-
structure. This includes hiring a busi-
ness originator to promote Mana-
watu’s shared services capability
globally to create direct economic
benefits, including new jobs for the
region.

We are also running a series of
investment showcases to present in-
vestment deals to international and
domestic investors. The series spans
from San Francisco to Singapore,
Hamilton to Palmerston North, with
upcoming showcases on Waiheke
Island in June in conjunction with
ANZ Bank, and Queenstown in Octo-
ber in conjunction with the Asian
Business Angel Forum.
● QuentinQuin isGeneralManager
Capital, NewZealandTradeand
Enterprise (NZTE)
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Aiming for a talented mix
Franceska Banga
considers the
growth company
governance
paradox

B oard diversity — particularly
the low ratio of women to
men — has, quite rightly, been
a focus for corporate New

Zealand over recent years. Important
as that is, there is another dimension
that needs to be considered — the
innovation component.

Large companies in traditional in-
dustries need more innovation and
entrepreneurial talent at board level, if
they are to survive through the rapid
and continuous technology disruption
that has become the norm over the
past 10 years. It is no longer sufficient
to have a board comprised of financial,
legal and industry based capability.
Without a deep understanding, at
board level, of the impact of major
technology trends and disruptors, it is
difficult for boards to develop a coher-
ent business strategy which ade-
quately responds to the challenges of
rapid disruption.

Small fast-growing companies tend
to err the other way. They have plenty
of entrepreneurial talent befitting com-
panies at the forefront of industry
disruption. They often lack the govern-
ance structures and disciplines of
larger, established companies. And yet
if these companies are to succeed in
achieving rapid growth, they need ex-
perienced directors who can assist
them in traversing the many

challenges and risks they face, includ-
ing financial, legal, and regulatory and
market entry.

It might seem paradoxical, but we
would do better to put more experi-
enced directors on the boards of start-
ups andmore innovators on theboards
of established companies, to increase
the future success of both sets.

Large publicly listed companies,
typically, have no difficulty in attrac-
ting peoplewith broad anddeep gover-
nance experience. These directors
understand their role in setting the
strategy, appointing the chief execu-
tive and ensuring the company stays
on course. They tend to have deep
financial, legal and commercial experi-
ence, are conservative and adept risk
managers. But what tends to be lacking
is an entrepreneurial perspective.

Many industries have or are facing
the consequences of massive techno-
logy disruption — telcos, retail, and
media being obvious examples. Some
survive and thrive, but many go to the
wall because they underestimate the
extent of disruption to their industry
and do not respond quickly enough.

Technology disruption continues
apace, and not just in these industries.
Disintermediation — the shortening of
supply chains — and disruption is also
occurring across banking and finance,
travel, entertainment, advertising, edu-
cation, manufacturing, and energy, to
name a few. Company boards would
dowell to include amorediverse talent
pool on their boards, to ensure they
understand how technology disrup-
tion — and the associated significant
business risk — will impact on their

industry’s future. The technology risk
can also be an opportunity.

Small fast-growing companies on
the other hand are typically at the
bleeding edgeof technologydisruption
and innovation, and well understand
the risks and opportunities. Their
boards tend to include the founders
and major investors. These are often
experienced business people who
believe in the opportunity and the
entrepreneur. But often the companies
lack the full suite of governance capa-
bility to take the company forward.

What they need are more experi-
enced “professional’’ directors who
manage risk (financial, legal, regula-
tory, industry specialists) and demand
more formal governance structures.

I have recently had the opportunity
toobserve this set of dynamics through

my own governance roles, from start-
ups through to a publicly listed com-
pany. When fast growth companies
bring independent directors on board,
with skills complementing the entre-
preneur, this can be a game-changer
for the company. It can be empowering
for the founder/entrepreneur of the
company who otherwise wouldn’t
have the time or even inclination to
focus on the disciplines imposed by
good governance. When large estab-
lished companies allow for diversity at
board level, which encompasses not
only gender but also relevant techno-
logy or entrepreneurial experience,
this too can be a game-changer.

A challenge for growth companies
is that they simply don’t have the reve-
nues to pay directors well. One way
to address this is to provide for direc-
tors to have some skin in the game,
— if the company is ultimately success-
ful, there is the potential to share in
the upside.

For professional directors wishing
to build a portfolio of directorships,
exposure to one or more fast growth
companies — start-ups and successful
mid-sized companies — will provide
experience and perspectives that
could not be replicated in a large well-
established company. The experience
gained can be invaluable for other
director roles. What is striking is that
the call for more diversity on boards
is absolutely true, but broader than
what is usually articulated.
● FranceskaBanga is the chief
executiveof theNZVenture Investment
Fund, andadirector ofAuckland
Tourism,Events&Economic
Development, theFredHollows
Foundation, and start-upFrogparking.
She is also anobserver on theFisher&
PaykelHealthcare boardaspart of the
FutureDirectorsprogramme.
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Christchurch tackles thorny issue of asset sales
Alexander Speirs Lianne Dalziel

will wager
political capital
on
Christchurch’s
asset sales
move.

As Auckland faces up to a massive
funding shortfall in infrastructure, all
eyes will be on how Christchurch’s
controversial approach plays out.

The shortfall in Auckland is likely
to be met with significant rises in
rates. The Lianne Dalziel-led Christ-
church City Council is favouring an
approach that will curtail rate in-
creases by selling off some assets to
help bridge the funding shortfall for
the ongoing rebuild.

Submissions on theproposedasset
sales begin this week, with heated
debate expected. After the mixed
performance of the Government’s
asset sell-down in 2013, Dalziel will
wager significant political capitalwith
the move.

But city councillor Raf Manji says
the move is primarily around asset
performance and utilising them for

maximum benefit. “It’s a strategic
issues around how we manage our
assets. Even if we didn’t need the
funding aspect sorted out, we would
still be reviewing a lot of our com-
panies and maybe making similar
decisions anyway,” he says.

“Our commercial portfolio has an
equityvalueof around$1.6 billionand
is generating $45-50 million per year
individends, so it’s returning less than
3 per cent. If we are paying over 5.5
per cent for our debt, you could argue
it makes sense to release some capi-

tal, with valuations where they are.”
TheChristchurch councilwent out

to the community last year with their
“smart choices conversation” to
gauge the public’s interest in the
range of ways to raise capital for the
funding gap.

“Christchurch is very much still in
the earthquake recovery process.
When the new council came in, we
found out that the previous planned
budgetwas a bit of a fiction andwe’ve
spent all of the last year trying towork
out what the financial position really
is,” says Manji.

“We’ve said there are a lot of
assumptions in this budget, and the
final budget is likely to look very
different to the one that we just
notified for submission.”

Opposition has been strong from
inside and outside of council, with
People’s Choice councillors led by
Andrew Turner arguing the figures

could be made to work without gut-
ting the asset base. Manji, however,
says this is inaccurate, calling
Turner’s calculations a “back of the
envelope budget”.

He says “the headline of Turner’s
budget was that we can save $700
million and then we don’t have to sell
any assets, and that’s not quite true.
What they are suggesting is deferring
around $450 million worth of spend-
ing out of the 10-year plan.

“But under the new guidelines, we
are required to have a 30-year infra-
structure plan.

“With a 30-year debt profile, if you
defer spending from year seven to
year 12, it doesn’t really make a
difference — we still have to spend
the money.”

In an effort to build public support,
the council signalled early on that it
intended to sell downassets to “strate-
gic partners”. These partners had to

have an ability to work with council
and ensure that it continued to meet
the needs of the Christchurch people.

“If it was a question of trying to get
the best return in terms of any kind
of sale, whether it was a partial or full
sell-down, you would just stick it on
the open market and sell it to the
highest bidder,” Manji says.

“If we look, for example, at what
investors have been paying for ports
in Australia — 20 times earnings or
even more — that is where you’d get
the best return. But from a strategic
and political perspective, that is not
going to be as well-received.”

“Over the past six months we have
had a lot of interest and have now
set up a formal process with a project
team. They are doing some scoping
work out in themarket, trying to bring
some information back to council to
lay out the options and interests
expressed by the market.”

Financial advisers seek relief

Pros and cons of financial advisers’ reform
● The Pros

• Financial advisersmust be registered
•Advice on securities, land investment products, futures contracts,
investment-linked contracts of insurance is covered
• Employers can be licensed as qualifying financial entities to oversee
individual financial advisers’ activities
• Brokers face obligations on handling clientmoney and property
•Dispute resolution services are free-of-charge to consumers
•Advisers face penalties for failure tomeet legislative requirements.

● The Cons:
• Confusion between registered financial advisers (RFAs) and authorised
financial advisers (AFAs)
• Public is unaware of the limitations of advice from staff of qualifying
financial entities
• Public needs to understand the time and effort to prepare comprehensive
financial plans
• Increased compliance costs for financial advisersmean increased charges
to consumers
• Churn in life insurance products and KiwiSaver business.

● What is needed:
•Reduction in the complexity of regulations
• Less compliance costs and lower fees so smaller retail clients will have
more access to financial advisers
• Clear up confusion over financial adviser categories and type of service
• Leveraging property investments should be come under the rules
•Adequate conflict of interest disclosure
•Morework on promoting investor confidence in financial advisers
Source: Institute of Financial Advisers (edited)

Mums and Dads are
missing out — the skew is
in favour of institutions
who concentrate on the

bigger, wealthier
investors.

MurrayWeatherston

Everyone agrees the financial services industry needs to be regulated but some believe the red tape has gone too far

Liam Mason
(left) and
Michael
Dowling.T he country’s ever-optimistic

band of financial advisers
can’t wait for a review of the
legislation that controls their

activity. All they want is less com-
pliance and greater public under-
standing of their services.

The increased compliance has
created additional costs for the auth-
orised financial advisers who are
spending more time on paperwork
and consultations and having to
charge clients more. Faced with a
heftier bill, many smaller retail clients
are shying away from seeking finan-
cial advisers’ investment advice.

Murray Weatherston, principal of
Financial Focus (NZ), says the regula-
tory overload has raised the cost and
scope of giving advice so much that
”mum and dad” investors are being
excluded from the market. “The skew
is in favour of institutions who con-
centrate on the bigger, wealthier in-
vestors,” he says.

“For me to open up a file for advice
to a client, it takes three to four hours
to deal with the paperwork and collect
the information. It takes another four
hours to complete the analysis based
on risk profile and objectives and to
implement the recommendations.

“The compliance has doubled the
amount of time and work interacting
with a client and it may now cost a
consumer $2000, rather than $1000.

“You can go to a bank and have a
boilerplate (template) experience
where you plug in your name, risk
profile and amount ofmoney to invest
and out spits a recommendation that
ticks all the boxes from a regulatory
perspective. But it’s not personalised
advice.”

The government review, being con-
ducted by the Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment (MBIE),
will focus on the performance and
operation of the 2008 Financial Ad-
visers Act and Financial Service
Providers (Registration and Dispute
Resolution) Act, which came into ef-
fect in 2011.

An issues and discussion paper will
be released this month. An options
paper will be completed by the year’s
endwith the final report, outlining any
proposed changes to the regulatory
environment, delivered to Minister of
Commerce and Consumer Affairs,
Paul Goldsmith, by July 1, 2016.

The Financial Markets Authority
(FMA) — the government agency that

regulates capitalmarkets and financial
services in New Zealand; the Com-
mission for Financial Capability and
The Treasury are also involved. The
review seeks to “not only understand
the views of the sector but also the
changing needs and expectations of
consumers of financial advice and
other financial services”.

During an interview for theHerald’s
Capital Markets Report, the FMA ac-
cepted that the new and tighter regu-
lations may be skewed too much
towards the authorised financial ad-
visers rather than other financial ad-
visers.

It concedes the reviewmay present
an opportunity to re-balance the way
advice is given and the financial
services market is conducted.

The FMA is also mindful that its
framework should encourage and en-
able people to get help and informa-
tion about investing — and the agency
wants to know: “Do the regulations
deliver the right outcomes to New
Zealanders?”

A recent Colmar Brunton survey
revealed only 34 per cent of New
Zealanders plan to seek financial ad-
vice over the next 12 months. Some
1600 authorised financial advisers
make up just a small percentage of
NZ’s more than 20,000 financial ad-
visers. Most do not have to register
individually because they are linked
to qualifying financial entities such as
banks, fund managers and brokers.
Those who are not will be individually
authorised by the FMA (check).

More than 6000 registered finan-
cial advisers do not require FMA auth-

orisation as they deal with simple
products such as health and life insur-
ance. But authorised financial advisers
give advice on more complex pro-
ducts and services such as shares, and
are expected to comply with higher
competency and conduct standards.

Nearly a third of authorised finan-
cial advisers have more than 20 years
of experience; about 50 per cent have
more than 10 years of experience and
15 per cent have been providing fin-
ancial advice for less than four years.
About a third are employed by or are
linked to a qualifying financial entity.

The FMA says asmore experienced
authorised financial advisers leave the
industry, it will be important to main-
tain the availability and quality of
advice.

Michael Dowling, President of the
Institute of Financial Advisers is criti-
cal: “We have not seen the regulations
deliver on their primary purpose — of
giving consumers confidence in finan-
cial markets and advisers.

“However, this must be weighed up
against the time it takes to effect
change, so we look forward to im-
provement in how consumers engage
in the markets and value advice,” he
adds.

Dowling says there has been little
promotion of financial advice. The
way advice is now given has certainly
added complexity to advisers’ lives.
They are focused on sticking to the
rules and most advice being given is
in a limited capacity — that is, ‘I am
only going to advise you on this
investment, not a full retirement fin-
ancial plan’.”

Weatherston says the regulators
havenot conducteda true cost/benefit
analysis. “There are layers of regula-
tion and the unintended consequence
is that it’s reduced access for lower
value consumers seeking financial ad-
vice.”

An authorised financial adviser has
to prepare a primary disclosure state-
ment; and a secondary disclosure
statement every time written advice
is given. They also need an adviser
business statement that describes
their business, structure and process.

Statements of advice are requisite
and are critiqued and monitored by
the regulators. They also have to sub-
mit an annual information return to
the FMA, and an anti-money launder-
ing and counter-terrorism financing
return if they are a reporting entity.

That’s not all. Each authorised fin-
ancial adviser has to prepared a per-
sonal development plan that sets out
how they are going to improve their
knowledge and services.There’s an-
other layer of regulation: If they want
to make buy-sell decisions about a
client’s portfolio — rather than the

client making those decisions — then
the adviser has to apply for a dis-
cretionary investment management
services (DIMS) licence under the Fin-
ancial Markets Conduct Act 2013.

So far only two authorised financial
advisers have applied for a discretion-
ary management services licence,
though applications have been ex-
tended to June 1.

Peter Christensen, chairman of
Camelot Financial Advisers NZ, says
the industry needed regulating but
“I’m not sure they have gone about it
the rightway in termsof costs and time
involved.

“There are 1600 authorised finan-
cial advisers out of 20,000 advisers —
it seems to me they are cracking a
walnutwith a sledgehammer,”he says.
“They have created all this legislation
around authorised financial advisers
to deal with 6 per cent of the market.
When you consider the compliance
and time and costs involved, you have
to question the level of benefits that
are generated for the consumer.

“If you want bang for the buck, I
think the industry will be better off
regulating the bank adviserswho form
the bulk of the industry instead of the
poor old financial adviser.

“(They) bank advisers are allowed
to sell their company’s own product.

“Most people will go to a bank and
the advisers are driven by quota and
making a sale — in some cases the
client is no better off if he or she is
changing an investment.

“Our job is to protect the client from
running aground by setting realistic
goals and running an efficient port-
folio, not selling products.”

FMA’s general counsel LiamMason
says the review will look at whether
the present framework is future-
proofed and fit-for-purpose in the way
people seek financial help and advice.
“That’s the challenge. We need to give
people confidence about the (financial
services) industry, andmake sure they
can get the advice they need and
understand where to go for that ad-
vice.”

Mason, who is on the review panel,
says access to advice and the balance
of how the regulation is applied are
two key issues.

“We are completely open-minded
about where this goes.

“We also want to explore whether
the register and branding of registered
financial advisers (RFAs) and author-
ised financial advisers (AFAs) is
achieving the (initial) goals or whether
it’s confusing to people.

Have we got the balance right and
are there unnecessary compliance
requirements?

If there are, we will find them and
strip them out,.” Mason says.

Capital
Markets
Graham Skellern
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Good reasons to be confident

The FMCA will
continue to
transform the
financial
environment,
says Simon
Power.

But investors need
to re-evaluate their
situation often, says
Simon Power

L ast year in this report we
talked about consumer con-
fidence being up and business
confidence sitting at a 20-year

high. While we have now come down
from that peak, confidence levels in
New Zealand remain high.

This is on the backof another strong
year for the New Zealand economy,
where we saw growth of 3.3 per cent
over 2014. Much of the growth we are
seeing, unsurprisingly, is centred on
Auckland and Christchurch. A key
part of that growth in Auckland is
driven by the increasing house prices.

This is much more pronounced
than any previous cycle over recent
times. We think some of this may be
attributed to a “leapfrog effect” — that
is, after the last property cycle during
the period 2003-2006, in which Auck-
land grew at a slower rate than the rest
of the country, we are now watching
prices jump up again through this
growth cycle we are currently experi-
encing. As for Christchurch, while the
residential earthquake re-construc-
tion is maturing, there’s more to go in
CBD rebuild, which we expect will
continue to fuel growth for some time.

The digital revolution continues to
impact on our lives. It is changing the
ways we can interact and do business,
opening up new opportunities.

One growing digital disrupter is the
industry of crowd funding. While our

economy continues to grow, many
new businesses struggle to raise suf-
ficient initial capital to get off the
ground.

Crowd funding is providing a plat-
form that matches a new business
venture with a collective group of
people willing to invest or contribute
funds to that business.

New sources of funding can pro-
mote new business in ways we have
not seen before.

Growth has also been reflected in
Kiwis’ investment balances represent-
ing 2,487,780 KiwiSaver members as
at March 31, 2015. The FundSource
Retail Managed Funds report for
March Quarter 2015 shows the total
amount invested in managed funds in
New Zealand is now at $52 billion. This
trend is seen most strongly in the
increase of funds within KiwiSaver

schemes, which make up more than
$27 billion, (according to that same
report) of the total pool of managed
funds. Westpac recognises the strate-
gic importance of New Zealand having
a strong long-term savings platform.

As one of the four major KiwiSaver
providers, it is proud to be appointed
by the Government as a Default Pro-
vider, and ratedPlatinum— thehighest
rating awarded by the Australian re-
search house, SuperRatings — for the
Westpac KiwiSaver Scheme.

Importantly, this advance in invest-
ment balances is helping to transform
the New Zealand investment and capi-
tal markets by developing a deeper,
more liquid investment base, which in
turn provides opportunities for our
companies looking to grow and raise
capital.

During 2014 and 2015 we have seen

a plethora of new sharemarket listings
in New Zealand and Australia. This
further illustrates the high levels of
confidence in the economyand across
the market generally.

However, Westpac recently com-
pleted its 2015 Grow New Zealand
survey across small andmediumsized
businesses, the first conducted since
2011. The latest surveydidconfirm that
confidence is high, but it also high-
lighted that many out there have a
heightened awareness of the import-
ance of balancing work and lifestyle
— and of having a retirement/exit
strategy. Our market continues to
evolve under the watch of The Finan-
cial Market Authority (or FMA).

The Financial Markets Conduct Act
2013, now being implemented, will
continue to transform the investment
industry. One of its key drivers is to

deliver consumer benefits. As a result
we can expect to benefit from new
regulations designed to provide
greater transparency and confidence
in both our investment markets and
the investment advice an investor can
expect.

Fundamental todelivering thehigh-
est quality investment advice,
personalised and clearly understood,
is ensuring the investor has all the
information he or she needs to make
an informed decision.

Westpac’s commitment to the capa-
bility and expertise of their people is
demonstrated by having one of the
largest authorised financial adviser
teams in New Zealand, as well as a
wide-reaching national footprint, de-
signed to deliver outcomes that meet
clients’ investment goals and
aspirations, wherever they are in life.

For Westpac, that means investing
in the capability of its people every
step of the way. For investors, that
means seeking quality advice to help
you understand what your specific
goals are and having the discipline to
hold to them.

It is important to not only take good
financial advice, but to make sure it
is updated on a regular basis. And it’s
not just markets that can change — it’s
also personal circumstances. Assess-
ing long-term objectives is a key part
of anyone’s plan to securing your
financial future.

Maintaining the focus, re-assessing
in line with your personal goals and
objectives on a continuing basis is a
necessary component in staying on
track — no matter where the New
Zealand and world economies are at
in terms of their growth cycles.
● SimonPower isGMBusinessBank
&Wealth forWestpac
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Auckland’s magnetic centre
Multi-nationals continue to eye the city as a home to base themselves in, writesAlexander Speirs

There are already some
signi�cant attractions of
the New Zealandmarket,

with the ease of
establishing a business

here and the lower costs
incurred by the

technology sector,
particularly with labour.

Brett O’Riley

Ateed’s Brett
O’Riley (above)
and AIO’s David
Caselli are
welcoming the
in�ux of multi-
national fairms
into Auckland.

O ver the past year, six more
multi-nationals have estab-
lished a base in Auckland,
representing $150 million

worth o�nvestment deals.
Auckland Tourism, Events and

Economic Development (Ateed), in
conjunction with the rapidly devel-
oping Auckland Investment O�ce
(AIO), is charged with attracting new
businessesand investment to thecity.
Its programme is well on track.

Ateed chief executive Brett O’Riley
says it’s been a successful year on the
investment front, with a couple of
months work still ahead. Ateed has
a target o�itting $252 million worth
o�usiness attraction and investment
deals for the 2014/15 �nancial year
ending June 30.

O’Riley says the six new multi-
nationals have invested $152 million
in high-tech manufacturing, ICT, and
�nancial and professional services.
The deals have contributed $470
million to the local GDP — taking into
account revenue, income, wages and
exports.”

“That $152 million doesn’t include
screendeals,whichhas seena further
$100million dollars invested inAuck-
land,” says O’Riley. “In addition, we
had a target to create 330 new jobs
through the arrival and expansion of
multi-nationals in Auckland. So far
that �gure is at 194 and we are
con�dent it will continue to rise.”

The six multi-nationals repre-
sented a variety o�ndustries:

Financial behemoth China Con-
struction Bank, the 38th largest com-
pany on the Fortune 500, has estab-
lished a base of operations for their
banking business in Auckland.

United States investor, Kayne
Anderson Capital Advisors, is
establishing a resort and golf course
at Te Arai, north of Auckland, a�er
years o�egal battles and currently
exploring complementary invest-
ment opportunities in the visitor
space.

Irish IT Services �rm Westbourne
set up their call centre for the Asia-
Paci�c region, citing the “fast-growing,
young, diverse and highly educated
population” as a driving factor behind
the decision.

Chinese �rm Hope King, which
manufactures �bre optic compon-
ents, has set up a factory in Avondale,
with plans to invest a further $50
million in facilities and research and
development (R&D). Matchbyte,

which delivers innovative IT services
and solutions to the travel industry,
has opened an o�ce in Auckland, its
��h global location. Heath Wallace, a
global digital marketing company,
has also opened an o�ce.

“We’re trying to attract companies
that operate in our targeted growth
sectors and will generate high value
jobs here,” says O’Riley.

“ICT is our fastest growing sector,
so getting companies like that is really
encouraging. We know that they are
attracted here because o�he busi-
ness climate, but talent also draws
them here.

“One o�he key areas we need to
focus on is continuing to ensure we
are able to deliver a talent pipeline
for these �rms.”

“It’s really important that we have
strong alignment through the educa-
tion system so that we are teaching
our young people the skills and
quali�cations that are going to be
attractive to these �rms,” saysO’Riley.

“We know that there’s a globally
insatiable demand for talent in
sectors like ICT, so Auckland’s ability
to create a pipeline is a way of
guaranteeing our young people high
value jobs in the future.”

Auckland Investment O�ce pro-
ject manager David Caselli explains
that foreign investment is essential to
the city, not just for the direct capital
but the positive �ow-through e�ects.

“New investment will meet New
Zealand and Auckland’s needs to

grow business, create jobs and to
build the city. Most recently, the
Government’s Productivity Com-
missionmade reference to increasing
building costs,” he says.

“Auckland’s need for large-scale
house builders points to the need to
attract new investors in the building
and construction sector to help solve
Auckland’s increasing costs o�ous-
ing.”

The Auckland Investment O�ce is

focused on transformational oppor-
tunities for Auckland, working with
the likes of New Zealand Trade and
Enterprise, the major banks and
chartered accountancy �rms to cre-
ate a pipeline o�nterested investors.

With Auckland working towards
its long-term goal o�ecoming the
world’s most liveable city, the infra-
structure investment required to
underpin this is estimated between
$30 billion and $60 billion over the

next 30 years. “There is funding gap
of at least $10 billion for major pro-
jects needed in Auckland,” says
Caselli.

“Funding is available within New
Zealand — for example, the New Zea-
land Super Fund and ACC’s invest-
ment fund — but those potential
funders need international co-invest-
ors to manage the risks o�nvesting
in large-scale specialist projects.”

“The international investors are
experts at delivering large scale pro-
jects at speed — they can implement
new building systems, more cost-
e�ective construction practices, and
can bring in smart, capable managers
to lead these major projects within
the context of current Government
policies.”

O’Riley says investors have shown
a positive response to the practical
business attraction approach taken
by Ateed and the Auckland Invest-
ment O�ce.

“Typically, we haven’t had a lot of
people asking us for cash incentives.
The feedback is that there are already
some signi�cant attractions o�he
New Zealand market, with the ease
of establishing a business here and
the lower costs incurred by the tech-
nology sector, particularly with
labour.

“We have focused our e�ort on
working with businesses in terms of
identifying locations where they can
be based; if consenting is required we
workwithcouncil;wehelp to connect
them to local companies and tertiary
providers. It’s part o�he engagement
programme we map out with the
companies in advance.”

O’Riley has also overseen the im-
plementation of an a�ercare pro-
gramme, Aroha Auckland, for foreign
businesses entering the local market.
The programme includes 90 busi-
nesses and investors.

“Aroha is all about continuing to
account manage these companies —
not only do we help them get here,
we continue to work with them to
continue to maximise their growth
potential and investment in Auck-
land.”

“The companies have been grate-
ful for having someone focused and
working with them. We have run a
pretty rigorous process, meeting with
organisations and individual in-
vestors and building a pro�le with
what they’re trying to do,” says
O’Riley.

Good at ideas, not so good at going global
Andrew Kelly

Like them or hate them, multi-
national companies are a fact o�ife.
They now deliver the vast majority
o�he goods we consume, at the
lowest prices ever seen, and with
consistent and ever-improving qual-
ity.

Think about cars, phones, planes
and TV screens — the trappings of
modern life. They have all become
more available, better quality and
relatively cheaper every year.

But there’s one tiny place where
multi-nationals are not having an
impact in New Zealand, and that is
innovation.

Ever since the drought of venture
capital began in 2008,multi-nationals
have become more important on the
global stage as the largest single in-
vestors in emerging technologies.
And they invest in many di�erent
ways, so it’s impossible to count the
true total.

In the past 10 years the majority
of multi-national companies have
established an internal venture fund
— a pool of sometimes hundreds of
millions of dollars dedicated to

investing in emerging technologies. In
the world o�ood and agriculture, the
strong suits of our economy, this
includes �rms such as Nestle, Bayer,
Syngenta, and GlaxoSmithKline.

Multi-nationals have also embra-
ced “open innovation” — a frank
recognition that their own research
and development labs are tiny
compared to the global e�ort from
universities and entrepreneurs, and
that theymust look outside their own
companies for the best new ideas.

Also, the multi-nationals’ R&D
budgets are increasingly being spent
outside their �rms in collaborative
research.

In the United States they even co-
locate their research teams into uni-
versity faculties so as to get synergies
with academic excellence.

But New Zealand is failing to get
their attention. There is no denying
we live in a small country. But multi-
nationals tend to equate population
size with innovation and write us o�
as less than 0.1 per cent o�he world’s
innovation, and therefore not worth
looking at.

Their global sta� are mostly based
in the US and Europe — and increas-

ingly China, so this view is reinforced
all the time — their internal
conversations never mention New
Zealand.

The tyranny of distance is also
alive and kicking — I’ve heard multi-
national leaders say “a good idea out
of New Zealand has to be better than
others, because it’s so damn hard to
deal across those timezones.” I’vehad
a teleconference request for 3am our
time— just because they didn’t realise
where we were.

Finally, and much to my chagrin
as an ambassador for New Zealand
innovation, they criticise us for
having half-baked ideas. Multi-
nationals, where expected growth
rates amount to millions of dollars of
new revenue every week, seek out
fully developed products or techno-
logies they can deliver to their global
consumers quickly and easily.

New Zealand ideas are seldom like
that. Our entrepreneurs o�en lack
multi-national experience, and we
can’t just walk down the road to learn
from a real multi-national working
environment. We are good at ideas
but not so good at going global.

There are some strong trends in

multi-national �rms’ behaviour
which we, as a nation, must learn to
exploit. Due to their push into Open
Innovation, most o�he big com-
panies publish lists of what they are
looking for. These are usually new
technologies that will improve or add
to their global products, sometimes
new technology platforms or capa-
bilities they can envisage but no-one
has invented yet.

If you’re an entrepreneur, read
these lists, and see if your innovation
can �t one o�he (unmet) needs. Then
try to frame it in their language.

Multi-nationals mostly divide the
world up into regions and have
“scouts’’ covering each region. Sadly
New Zealand is always lumped in
with a huge and disparate group.
Being bundled in a region that inclu-
des China, India or Indonesia means
we have to work harder for attention.

If you want to deal with a multi-
national, �nd out how they are struc-
tured and who is responsible. Go in
through the right door.

Multi-national �rms are being
swept up in a maelstrom of mergers.
Nearly hal�he multi-national part-
ners involved with our �rm have

recently gone through a major
merger.

Kiwis o�en base a business re-
lationship on a personal one. When
that person suddenly disappears, you
can face a real setback. Instead you
should seek broad and robust re-
lationships so you not only know the
key person in that �rm, but also their
bosses, peers or subordinates. That
way, when the inevitable happens,
you have hugely increased your
chanceof continuing the relationship.

Finally, and maybe the hardest
task of all, is that New Zealanders
need to seek multi-national experi-
ence. We need to work in those high
pressure, globally facing environ-
ments o�shore.

We should reconceive the tra-
ditional kiwiOE to includemid-career
experiences and �nd ways to wel-
come and encourage people to come
back.

Like them or hate them, multi-
nationals dominate our lives, and like
the best o�riends or the worst o f
enemies, it helps if you understand
how they tick.

AndrewKelly is ExecutiveDirector
andCo-founder ofBioPaci�cPartners
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Stars aligned for investment
There is no shortage of capital for
infrastructure projects, but the challenge is
making them attractive to offshore capital,
sayAndrew Taylor andAnthony Self

For good quality assets, the appetite to
acquire is high. Potential buyers in places like
Europe, United States — and, of course, China
and South-East Asia —with capital to invest in
good companies are looking seriously at New

Zealand firms.

C apital market conditions this
year are still conducive to
deal making — following stel-
lar performance in 2014,

powered by public sales of shares in
former state-owned enterprises.

New Zealand respondents to EY’s
recently-released Capital Confidence
Barometer (CCB) — a regular global
survey of 1600 senior executives in
54 countries — believe our economy
is stable or improving, and see sus-
tained momentum in the broader
global economy.

But organic growth is becoming
harder to find and growth is also
slowing in New Zealand’s two largest
trading partners (Australia and
China).

An economic jolt in either of these
countries could de-stabilise New Zea-
land’s capital markets in a heartbeat.

Cost reduction is back on the
boardroom agenda in New Zealand
and Australia, according to the CCB’s
findings.

This, along with operational
efficiencies, is top of mind for 53 per
cent of New Zealand respondents,
compared with 36 per cent last year
andonly 14 per cent inApril 2013. And
growth is a top priority for only 14
per cent of respondents, compared
with 50 per cent last year and 49 per
cent in 2013.

Low inflation makes it harder to
pass on cost increases to customers.
So where will earnings growth and
prosperity come from in 2015?

Though deal pipelines and future
deal intentions remain solid, New
Zealanders will not see the same
volumes of large public floats in 2015
that have stimulated our capital
markets for the past couple of years.
There is no Mighty River Power,

Meridian, Air NZ or Genesis waiting
in the wings.

While we think initial public
offerings (IPOs) will remain active
throughout 2015, there is likely to be
a shift to a more traditional mergers
and acquisition (M & A) environment
and to infrastructure investment.

For good quality assets, the appe-
tite to acquire is high. Potential buyers
in places like Europe, United States
— and, of course, China and South-
East Asia — with capital to invest in
good companies are looking seri-
ously at New Zealand firms, particu-
larly those in the lower middle-
market (up to US$250 million) range.

Investors who are running out of
opportunities in their local markets
are drivingmuch of this activity. New
Zealand’s 3 per cent GDP growth is

better than many of their home
markets and, when combined with
our political and regulatory stability
and free trade agreements, is attract-
ive.

As a result, New Zealanders should
expect more overseas ownership of
local companies in thenext fewyears.

The drivers behind M & A growth
this year are inbound investment
(expect more deals like the Austra-
lian-based M2 Group’s purchase of
telco CallPlus), infrastructure, inno-
vation and entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurs, it is hoped, will
grow their businesses to the point
where they can fuel further public
market activity. Or offshore investors
seeking innovation, intellectual prop-
erty and brands could be attracted to
their growing businesses.

New Zealand’s high level of entre-
preneurship is one of the reasons our
economy has grown steadily since
the Global Financial Crisis, attracting
local and global capital, providing
employment and driving upstream
and downstream value-chain activi-
ties and an ecosystem for new
entrepreneurs.

New companies, technology fo-
cused in particular, accessing funding
from public markets have an import-
ant part to play in the success of the
capital markets ecosystem, not least
as they reduce the country’s ex-
posure to commodity price volatility.

A potential Achilles heel, however,
is the reluctance of some companies
to divest, whether it is to new in-
vestors or on to capital markets.

Many of these companies have
reached a size where they need an
equity solution that cannot be found
locally.

Medium-term there is no urgent
need to sell but at some point this will
be necessary for a range of suc-
cession and capital structure reasons.

It’s all about letting go to grow, and
accepting offshore expertise and
capital. Every successful entre-
preneur in New Zealand will
ultimately face this challenge.

For those who have reached this
point, the stars are aligned.

The capital and the buyers are

there — not necessarily for $1 billion-
plus transformational projects but
there is a willingness to spend on
good assets. Offshore infrastructure
investment — such as the Trans-
mission Gully motorway project near
Wellington — attracts new capital to
New Zealand. Australian-listed
Leightons is the lead contractor for
Transmission Gully and the project
has attracted significant European
interest.

There is no shortage of capital for
significant infrastructure projects,
with Auckland, Wellington and
Christchurch all featuring for differ-
ent reasons.

But the challenge is to find ways
of packaging these projects to make
them attractive to offshore sources of
capital. The capital markets can pro-
vide sustained investment to physi-
cal infrastructure projects for
railroads, highways, bridges, and
social and affordable housing but
private sector capital will flow only
where a project has attractive
revenue streams and appropriate
risk-adjusted returns.

Bringing in private investors can
benefit the Government through
enhanced returns where it is a co-
investor in the assets, or through
increased economic productivity as
a result of the project.

Overall, our capital markets are in
good heart. New Zealand continues
to offer attractive investment oppor-
tunities, which will further drive M &
A activity. Combined with an infra-
structure investment, this is keeping
confidence high.
● AndrewTaylor is anEYpartner and
leads their TransactionAdvisory team.
AnthonySelf is anexecutivedirector
in this team.
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The positive side of volatility
There are benefits if you are taking a long-term approach, fundmanagers tell Christopher Adams

Shane Solly:
”The best investment
opportunities are in
globally facing
companies.”

Paul Glass:
“Investors need to be
very careful to pick
companies that they
believewill give
attractive returns.”

N ew Zealand fund managers
are embracing the volatility
that has been creeping back
into equity markets after

several years of stellar gains.
At the open on Monday May , the

NZX 50 gross index had declined 3
per cent from its record close of 5911.4
on March 16.

“There’s not a lot of underlying
value support so the equity market
is starting to get more volatile again,”
said Paul Glass, principal of Devon
Funds Management.

Russ Koesterich, chief investment
strategist at US asset management
giant BlackRock, said last month that
while volatility remained below the
long-term average, it was on the rise
in stocks and bonds.

“This is due to somewhat mun-
dane issues, including slower
economic growth, disappointing
earnings and anticipationof an event-
ual rate hike by the [US] Federal
Reserve,” said Koesterich in a blog
post on BlackRock’s website.

Jitters spread throughmarkets last
week following a global bond rout
and Federal Reserve chair Janet
Yellen’s comments that high stock
prices posed a danger to financial
stability.

Rather than being a headwind,
Glass said increased volatility pro-
vided opportunities.

“As active stock selectors we view
that increase in volatility as quite
positive,” he said. “Investors need to
be very careful to pick companies
that they believe will give attractive
returns, rather than simply buying
the market as a whole.”

Richard Stubbs, ofAuckland-based
fund manager Castle Point, said his
firm had been targeting mispriced
Australian stocks, linked to that
country’s mineral sector, which had
been sold-off as a result of plunging
commodity prices.

“There are some extremely out-of-
favour and what we would consider

extremely cheap companies that you
can find in Australia,” he said. “We
think there is genuine, bottom-of-the-
cycle fear and capitulation going on
in a lot of those companies.”

Stubbs said company failureswere
inevitable at the bottom of a com-
modity cycle. “But there often are
some exceptionally good companies,
with not a lot of debt, that will survive
the cycle and that will end up being
priced substantially higher than they
are today.”

Stubbs said Castle Point had
invested in several mining services
companies, including drilling pro-
vider Swick Mining Services and
Boom Logistics, which operates Aus-
tralia’s largest crane fleet.

“We think there are some really
exciting opportunities in that [mining
services] area,” he said. “These com-

panies don’t have a very positive
earnings outlook over the next 12
months, but if you are prepared to
take a long-term approach and hold
these companies then they are all
priced at substantially lower prices
than their long-term intrinsic value.”

Salt FundsManagementmanaging
director Paul Harrison described the
local market as “reasonably fully-
valued”.

But daily and weekly volatility in
stock prices was providing buying
and selling opportunities.

“There are opportunities for us
because we actively trade price
ranges of stocks,” said Harrison,
whose firm took up a $690 million
active NewZealand equitiesmandate
with AMP Capital on May 1.

Glass said a key concern for Devon
was that corporate profitability was

failing to keep up with rising share
prices.

After a six-year bull run, the local
market is now trading at about 19.8
times earnings, well above its long-
term average, according to Craigs
Investment Partners. “A number of
stocks look quite stretched on valua-
tion grounds,” Glass said.

Rickey Ward, New Zealand equity
manager at JBWere, said the lofty
valuations of many shares made for
a challenging environment for stock
picking.

“When you look across the market
it’s hard to find a lot of stand-outs in
the blue chip sector — you really are
buying income [through dividends],”
Ward said. “If want to get some capital
return, you really are starting to dive
down into the companies which are
less researched, more mid-cap and
small-cap, and lack liquidity.”

Harbour Asset Management ana-
lyst and portfolio manager Shane
Solly said “bond proxy” stocks, such
as Mighty River Power and Meridian
Energy, had become particularly ex-
pensive.

“Over the last year investors glob-
ally chaseddefensive stocks— includ-
ing New Zealand gentailers — to im-
prove their investment income yield
as interest rates fell dramatically on
global quantitative easing and lower
inflation,” Solly said.

That demand drove the share
prices of Mighty River, Meridian and
Genesis Energy to record levels in
early 2015.

Solly said recent soft operating
conditions had highlighted that NZX-
listed electricity firms were not
“riskless investments”.

“In combination with higher long
term interest rateswe continue to see
the New Zealand gentailer sector as
being over-priced,” he said. “Overall,
we think the best investment oppor-
tunities are in globally facing com-
panies, with strong revenue growth,
good balance sheets and an ability to

improve dividends, engage in [share]
buy backs and make good
acquisitions.”

Harrison said the poor perform-
ance of a number of recent share-
market listings meant fundmanagers
were becoming increasingly wary of
initial public offerings, but appetite
remained for quality, sensibly priced
offers.

It has been relatively quiet on the
IPO front this year, with only one
small float — transport and logistics
firm Fliway Group — having taken
place.

The final price of the Fliway offer
was set at $1.20 per share, the bottom
of a $1.20 to $1.40 indicative range
presented to fund managers and
brokers.

Ward said the final pricing of that
offer was “a recent example of how
people are viewing these things”.

“Investors are becoming more
price conscious,” he said. “They have
to be priced right given the recent
performance of some [IPOs] hasn’t
been that great.”

Glass said the window remained
“very much open” for good quality
IPOs.

“There is still an enormous amount
of demand for them,” he said. “But the
market is certainly going to be quite
cautious when it comes to lower-
quality or mispriced IPOs.”

Glass said it was a little disappoint-
ing that only one IPO had taken place
this year, given the market was
trading at record highs andmost fund
managers were looking for new in-
vestment opportunities.

The 16 new listings of 2014 in-
cluded 12 main board IPOs, which
raised capital, and four compliance
listings on the NZAX junior market
that did not raise any cash.

Potential floats in the coming
months include Carter Holt Harvey,
currently owned by Graeme Hart’s
RankGroup, financial risk insurerCBL
Insurance
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Where to next for the capital markets?
Lloyd Kavanagh What should be on NZ's capital markets agenda?

● Somuch remains to be done to achieve a developed capital market of
proportionate size to other developed countries:

● Participants in the capital markets, independent directors, investment
bankers, lawyers and accountants need to ensure the new offers they bring
forward, whether by fully fledged IPOs or crowd-funded, are priced and sold
to deliver on their promise, especially PFI forecasts. That supports
continuing investor confidence and appetite for future offers.

● The Financial Markets Authority needs to continue its positive engagement
helping thewilling compliers copewith the new FMCA regime and achieve
its potential. They can do that by guiding new practices for both the issuers,
and for investors such as licensed fundmanagers and discretionary
investmentmanagement services. This is important as, otherwise, the
complex FMCAmay be interpreted overly conservatively, so the full benefit
of the new act is not achieved because of a fear of getting it wrong. Guidance
is amuchmore effective tool than the threat of enforcement, for the
responsible players, because it has an impact now, not years in the future.

● The Government needs to consider how to support the private sector in
promoting New Zealand internationally as an innovative, open financial
centre, to retain and grow expertise here. It must also continue to expand the
excellent work of the Retirement Commissioner in promoting financial
literacy, and the need to save for one’s future through appropriate
investment— to build the investor base, and encourage diversification.

● At the same time, the Government should resist the temptation to tinker
with the new legislation until it has time to bed down. The changes over the
past seven years have been profound, andmany financial services
businesses have been stretched keeping upwith the pace of change.
Typically it takes 10 years for the impact of new rules to become embedded,
yet officials like to review legislation five years after it is enacted.

Lloyd Kavanagh

A ccording to the Reserve
Bank, New Zealand’s equity
and bond markets have
grown in size and depth in

recent years. Despite this, New Zea-
land’s capital markets remain small
and under-developed by interna-
tional standards. The banking system
continues to dominate funding for
New Zealand firms, and with the
exception of the largest of companies
equity remains hard to raise.

For many businesses they still fall
back on the founder's own resources
and contributions from friends and
family. The reason that matters to all
New Zealand business owners is that
having weaker capital markets has a
pervasive effect on our economy
influencing the cost of capital to NZ
businesses of all types,making invest-
ment by them more expensive, and
putting them at a disadvantage when
competingwith overseas firms to buy
New Zealand assets.

It also tempts owners to sell out
to international corporate buyers
rather than to grow the business from
New Zealand so that the profits (and
top level jobs) are retained here.

Progress so far
There has been progress in recent

years, following various government
initiatives:

● The growth of KiwiSaver
accounts has contributed to anuptick
in domestic institutional holdings in
limited companies, but the vast
majority of that capital continues to
be exported.

● The partial privatization of Gov-
ernment owned power companies,
may have encouraged retail in-
vestors to consider other direct
equity investments, and has reconn-
ected some retail investors with the
capital markets.

● The Financial Markets Conduct
Act 2013 (FMCA) came in to force on
1 December 2014 creating a new
regulatory frameworkwhichmay en-
courage more businesses to access
capital markets in various ways, in-
cluding:

● The new offers requirements
under the FMCAwith shorter product
disclosure statements (PDS) in place
of prospectuses and investment
statements should encourage new
issuers to raise capital – though so far
there have been only two niche
offerings under PDS so it is early days.

● The new equity crowd-funding
and peer-to-peer lending platforms
recently licensed under the FMCA
potentially provide lower cost ways
for smaller business – thoughwehave
yet to see them widely used.

● The FMCA also makes it easier
for small businesses to raise funds, for
example, from employees and close
business associates, as well as for

other categories of eligible investors,
with investing experience.

● The FMCA framework for
‘alternative’ public exchanges has
been used by NZX to create its NXT
market – which it intend to provide
a trading platform for those smaller
companies for whom a full listing is
not yet appropriate. But despite those

initiatives, banks are still overwhelm-
ingly the main source of debt capital
for New Zealand businesses, and a
few large companies continue to
dominate the NZX50 index with 2
companies accounting for a third by
capitalization and the top 10make up
54 per cent of that index.

The liquidity of stocks falls off

steeply after that group. That suggests
for many smaller companies, access
to the public capital markets remains
a challenge, and private capital is also
scarce.

Though the past two years have
seen initial public offers (IPOs) at the
rate of more than 10 a year, twice the
rate of the 2006/7 period, many have
failed to achieve the Projected Finan-
cial Information (PFI), risking in-
vestors becoming disillusioned.

IPOsmay be seen asmore of away
for existing owners to cash out, than
as a way of raising fresh capital to
grow the business, and reach higher
levels. And the original government
proposal to strengthen available fin-
ancial expertise and capability in
New Zealand by promoting it as a
funds administration hub has fallen
by the wayside due to the pessimism
of Treasury that New Zealand could
be attractive to foreign financial sec-
tor businesses.

Thatmatters because to the extent
New Zealand loses that capability to
regional financial centres such as
Singapore or Sydney, which have
relatively less interest in supporting
the smaller offerings which typify
New Zealand, businesses here find it
harder to find the expertise theyneed
for capital raising.
● LloydKavanagh is aPartner in
MinterEllisonRuddWatts, Lawyers,
BankingandFinancial ServicesTeam.
Disclosure: Lloydhasbeenclosely
involved in the law reforms that led to
theFMCAct andacts for awide range
of banks, fundmanagers, andother
financial serviceproviders.
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Backed by citizen power
Start-ups can look further afield for
their funding, writesAlex Malley

Alex Malley
says the
“bottom-up”
approach could
be a game-
changer.

F unding innovations like
crowd-sourced equity fund-
ing and peer-to-peer lending
are natural accompaniments

to the digital age.
It’s fintech. Like greentech, clean-

tech, biotech and nanotech — it’s real,
happening and has enormous upside.

Peer to peer is essentially anonline
marketplace that brings together in-
dividual investors and links loans to
a business, while crowdfunding
focuses more on a specific project
with investors generally receiving
equity in the company.

They are funding options that give
everyday New Zealanders the ability
to invest in modest ways in small
businesses and start-ups, and it’s this
empowerment of ordinary citizens
that is truly disruptive.

As models evolve, the ‘bottom up’
rather than ‘big bank down’ approach
could be a game changer.

There’s also a secondary capacity-
building component that should not
be overlooked. Linking-up a business
with a motivated investor can pro-
vide the additional guidance, busi-
ness experience and mentorship to
take an idea to the next level, or to
scale-up an already promising inno-
vation.

Savvy players in the market will
be well aware of developments in
fintech. Clearly, businesses that have
been early in embracing these
innovations stand to gain much.

For some businesses, they may be
able to access funding where once
they couldn’t, which is critical if
innovative Kiwi businesses are to
flourish.

Though crowdfunding and peer-
to-peer lending are relatively new,
there are early success stories. Snow-
ball Effect, the first approved crowd-
sourced equity funding platform, re-
ported it has supported five success-
ful offers, raising $5.5 million since

launching in August 2014.
If we jump across the Tasman,

Australia is taking a graduated,
cautious and evolutionary approach
to the development of a regulatory
framework underpinning crowd-
sourced equity funding and peer-to-
peer lending.

Yes, such funding innovations are
not without their challenges, includ-
ing appropriate investor protections,
however it is better to be on the train
when it’s pulling out of the station
than trying to catch up when it’s got
a full head of steam.

As for the prospects of long-term
success, the usual marketplace rules
and doing due diligence prevail.

Good outcomes are dependent on
attracting investors and quality
innovative businesses. Investors will
be attracted where there are quality
investment options and a secondary
market, like the sharemarket to dis-
pose of their investment.

Quality innovative businesses will
be attracted if they are reasonably
certain that they can meet their
funding needs at an appropriate
price.

One option for linking like-minded
investors and businesses would be
some form of trans-Tasman mutual
recognition of the regulatory
frameworks underpinning crowd-
sourced equity funding and peer-to-
peer lending once Australia’s settles
on its preferred approach.

This should seamlessly allow
innovative Kiwi firms to access Aus-
tralian investors and vice versa with-
out further red tape. Thiswill increase
the number of potential investors
without undermining important in-
vestor protections.

And why stop at Australia? New
Zealand could look to create mutual
recognition agreements across the
region to significantly expand the
pool of potential investors that

innovative Kiwi businesses can turn
too.

This also has the important advan-
tage of increasing the probability of
liquid secondary markets evolving,
which in turn will attract more in-
vestors.

There’s also merit in investigating
options for a voluntary, low-cost
rating system for those businesses
seeking investment that is similar to
a credit rating.

This would help improve the qual-
ity of information available to poten-
tial investors without significantly in-
creasing the costs to businesses
seeking funding.

It’s something the Korean Govern-
ment has done with its Kibo Techno-
logy Rating System (KTRS), which has
been operating since 2005.

Ultimately, supporting the growth
of funding innovations like crowd-
sourced equity funding and peer-to-

peer lending is about jobs.
Confident, outward-looking and

innovative Kiwi businesses that have
easier access to funding than was
previously the case will be more
likely to invest in new equipment,
new products and new markets.

All that results in more jobs and
a growing economy — the hallmarks
of a thriving capital market.
● AlexMalley is chief executiveof
CPAAustralia
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Crowding in on the honeymoon
They’d also like to remove one of the
potential impediments for activity
remaining in the existing legislation
for the Takeovers Code.

The code is designed to ensure
takeover battles for big companies
are fair and transparent for all share-
holders.

The code forces companies with
more than 50 shareholders to oblige
by the rules restricting any one share-
holder with more than 20 per cent
from simply or quickly increasing
their holding.

The rules are seen as a brake on
activity for smaller companies, forc-
ing shareholders to make expensive
and time-consuming full takeover
bids and disclosures whenever their
shareholding changes, including the
need for independent reports.
Still early days

DLAPiper Partner Sue Brown, who
was previously the Financial Markets
Authority’s (FMA) head of regulatory
operations and strategy in the FMA’s
first three years, also points to the
sector’s relative immaturity in any
attempt at judging its early success.

“My sense is we haven’t really had
long enough to see some of these
things unwinding, which is when you
start to see where the real stress
points in the structure are,” Brown
says.

She points to failures of both
platforms and companies raising
capital on thoseplatforms in themore

mature markets such as the UK,
althoughnotes there is great potential
for growth as the trend of
democratising capital raising moves
down through the structure of the
economy to investors and companies
directly.

“These are immature businesses
looking for ways of funding through
non-traditionalmodels, and therewill
be business failures. And that’s when
the whole model gets to be tested —
how the regulatory systemdealswith

those failures,” she says.
“That’s where the risk comes in. It’s

not only a risk for investors. It’s a risk
for confidence in the regulatory sys-
tem.”

Former CommerceMinister Simon
Power, now Westpac’s Head of Busi-
ness Banking and Wealth, has been
impressed by the initial impact of
equity crowd funding, but cautions
about the sector’s maturity.

“They have carved out a really
interesting place in themarket. There

may still be some way to go with
getting the public and investors to
fully understand the model, but it is
gaining increasing exposure,” says
Power, who was the main architect
of the new framework for the FMA
and the Financial Markets Conduct
Act in National’s first term in office.

“It is fundamentally a disruptive
model, so I am sure it will be watched
with interest by both the market and
regulators as it develops,” he says.

Education about the risks asso-
ciated with such young companies,
alongwith the returns, is a toppriority
for the new platforms and the regu-
lator alike.

“The challenge is getting thatmess-
age out without stifling the inno-
vation and new opportunity that the
model is intended to produce,” says
Brown.

So far, even warnings like the
following ones put at the bottom of
all of the offers have yet to dampen
the enthusiasm.

Pledge Me Equity’s warning: “In-
vestment in these types of business
is very speculative and carries high
risks. Youmay loseyourentire invest-
ment, and must be in a position to
bear this risk without undue hard-
ship.”

Snowball Effect’s warning: “Inv-
esting is risky. Some of the key risks
include illiquidity, lack of returns,
dilution, loss of key people and cus-
tomers, and lack of control. You
should only invest money that you
can afford to lose.”

Capital Markets

In harmony with Harmoney
Thebiggest player in thenewworld
of crowd funding isHarmoney,which
launched inSeptember last yearwith
bigbackers, TVadvertisingandbig
plans to lend$100million in its first
yearon its peer-to-peer lending
platform.

Hoping to follow in the fast-grow-
ing footstepsof the likesof Lending
Club in theUnitedStates andZopa
inBritain,Harmoney lent $30million
inpersonal loans in its first six
months, although it is also looking to
enter themortgagemarket.

Initially backedbyHeartlandBank
andAmerica’s BlueElephantCapital
Management,Harmoneyhas since
receivedextra equity from local on-
linepowerhouseTradeMe,which, in
January, invested$7.7million for a 15

per cent stake in the fledgling firm.
Harmoney is initially targeting

personal loansof between$1000and
$35,000perborrowerand investors
are lendingaround$5000eachon
theplatform,with returns for inves-
tors for three to fiveyear loansof
around 17per centper annum.
Harmoneyacceptedonly 20per cent
of theapplicationson its platform in
its first sixmonthsand less than0.1
per centof its loanshaddefaulted.

One investoronHarmoney,
Interest.co.nzpersonal finance
columnist ElizabethKerr, is positive
abouther experienceof lending
$5000, starting inFebruary.

“Onceyouget yourheadaround
howHarmoneyworks as a service,
thenworking theirwebsite is

relatively easy and intuitive,”Kerr
says. “I chose to invest somemoney
via the self-directedoption— that’s
where I chosewhichborrowers I
wanted to lend to—and somevia the
“quick-invest’’ option,where the
technology randomly assignsme to
loans that fitmy riskprofile,” she says,
adding that her expected rateof
return is currently 19per centper
annumand shehasyet to seeany
defaults.

Kerrwarns thatHarmoneydoes
not allow lenders topull theirmoney
outbefore theendof the term.

“This is oneof those sit tight and
wait it out investments, andyouare
rewarded for that patienceand
commitmentwithadecent rateof
return.”
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Crowding in on
the honeymoon

Crowds in the Cloud
Snowball Effect
– NZ$5.6 million raised in first year
from 1047 shareholders
Completed: Renaissance Brewing
($700k, 301 investors), The
Patriarch ($500k, 204 investors),
CarbonScape ($860k, 207
investors), Aeronavics ($1.5m, 239
investors), Invivo ($2million, 439
investors).
Ongoing: Mad Group (targeting
$750k) Breathe Easy (Targeting
$350k)
Pledge Me Equity
— $1.6 million raised from 533
investors
Completed raisings:
PledgeMe itself - $100,000 (49
investors) Yeastie Boys - $503,900
(211 investors) Sellshed byWebsoft
Limited - $711,100 (68 investors)
Pineapple Heads - $204,900 (96
investors) Parent Interviews -
$52,100 (58 investors) Chariot -
$34,282 (51 investors)
Ongoing raisings:
PowerhouseWind (targeting
$400k)
Equitise
Completed: TRNZ Digital Travel
Guides ($211k)
The FMA has licensed Crowd Arm
and My Angel Investment as
equity crowdfunding platforms,
but they have yet to launch any
capital raisings.

The business of raising capital and borrowingmoney through the ‘crowd in the cloud' is off
to a flying start, but the real test will be how the new industry handles its first failures.

Snowball Effect's Josh Daniell, says the market had developed faster
than expected. Picture / Dean Purcell
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T he honeymoon for New
Zealand's brave newworld
of equity crowdfunding
and peer-to-peer lending

has begun in rollicking fashion.
Less than a year after the new

Financial Markets Conduct (FMC)
Act created the framework for
licensed operators to host small
capital raisings from the public and
loans directly from investors to
borrowers, the market has
outperformed all expectations.

The most noise and activity on
the equity side is coming from
Snowball Effect, which has hosted
five successful capital raisings on its
equity crowdfunding platform
since it launched inAugust last year
and has two more currently run-
ning. Combined, the offers have
raised NZ$5.6 million.

Snowball Effect's Head of Plat-
form and Investor Growth, Josh
Daniell, says the market has devel-
oped faster than expected.

``We resourced ourselves for a
long lean period because we
thought that investor awareness
would be a bottleneck.

``But like in the UK and other
markets, investors arepickingupon
this new channel very quickly.”

The enthusiasm and the party
mood extends to two of Snowball
Effect's most high-profile capital
raising companies, both of which
sell the ingredients for a celebration
— beer and wine.

Blenheim-based Renaissance
Brewing launched its crowdfunded
capital raising on August 11 and
raised NZ$700,000 within a month
by selling shares for 12.3 per cent
of the company to 301 investors.

The money was used to expand
Renaissance's domestic and inter-
national business.

Renaissance's Development
Director, Roger Kerrison, is just as

enthusiastic about the initial capital
raising. Fresh off a Skype call ar-
ranging a shipment to Norway, he
says the exercise had been more
than just a way to raise money at
a relatively low cost.

It has created strong connections
with Renaissance's customers and
helped Renaissance improve its
governance and strategies, he says.

``We see big intangible benefits
of having 300 brand ambassadors
— not in the least that we have sold
$50,000 of beer online through our
shareholder portal in the last six
months,'' Kerrison says.

Invivo Wines blew its own tar-
gets out of thewater inMarchwhen
it raised the maximum allowed
under the new FMC regime of $2
million in just two weeks through
the sale of 20 per cent of the
company to 439 investors. This was
four times Invivo's initial target and
illustrated the enthusiasm for the
wine company with big growth
plans, including a newwine spritzer
range, and a high-profile fellow in-
vestor in British talk show host
Graham Norton.

The scale of the demand to raise
capital on crowdfunded platforms
was evident in the more than 1000
companies who had approached
the two biggest platforms. Daniell
says 700 companies had expressed
interest in using the Auckland-
based Snowball Effect.

PledgeMe Equity's self-titled
“Chief Bubble Blower”, Anna
Guenther, saysmore than 300 com-
panies had approached the
Wellington-based crowdfunding
platform about raising equity in its
first year and it is working actively
with 100 of those.

``We are very excited about how
it is going,'' Guenther says, pointing
to the $1.6 million raised in six
campaigns so far.

She has been surprised by the
range of companies interested in
raising equity through crowd-
funding, although for some the pro-
cess is taking longer than theymight
expect.

``We have had seriously every-
thing,'' Guenther says.

``But it is a slower process for
companies, because capital raising

is something they often think about
between 9 o’clock at night and 2
o’clock in the morning — if the
emails we receive are anything to
go by,'' she says.

The initial surge of activity has
illustrated the potential, but also
how far equity crowd funding has
to go to reach anything like ma-
turity.

Both Snowball Effect and Pledge
Me Equity acknowledge the next
step is the creation of secondary
markets where investors who have
bought into the growth stories can
then sell their shares in a transpar-
ent and liquid market.

Capital Markets

Capital
Markets
Bernard Hickey

Not just
‘dumb
money’
Blenheim’sRenaissanceBrewingwas
the first to raiseequity ona
crowdfundedplatformandwas
pleasantly surprisedathow theexercise
raisedmore than just capital.

Renaissance’sDevelopmentDirector
RogerKerrison says its successful sale
of $700,000worthof shares in Septem-
ber createda lot of positivepublicity for
thebrewer’s brand. It also createda
“whole lot of love” from its shareholders
andcustomers,manyofwhomare the
samepeople. “We’re trying to involve
them in thecompanyasmuchaswe
can.Wecrowdbrewbeers,”hesays.

More thanhalf Renaissance’s inves-
tors areonaFacebookgroup thebrew-
erhasused to ask forguidanceonwhich
labels and ingredients touse in their
latest brews—LittleRIPAandDarth
Saison. “It’s not just theirmoneywe’re
after. It’s important that theyarepart
of the companyand feel that theyown
acraft brewery—not just a share
certificate,”hesays.

Kerrison sayspublicity around the
crowdfundedcapital raisingwas
invaluable andheencouragedother
growthbusinesses to consider using the
process, given its relatively lowcost and
thedisciplines it instilledaround
governanceandstrategy.

“That’s the issuewithNewZealand
businesses.Howdo they raisemoney
to take themto thenext level if they
don’t havebenevolent familymembers
or friends?”Kerrison says. “We’venever
beenapproachedbyventure capitalists
orprivate equity.Doingaprivate raise
wouldhavebeen farmoreexpensive in
termsof havingauditedaccounts.”

The total cost of the capital raising
forRenaissancewas$60,000 for fees
anddesignwork.A future capital raising
wouldcost less asmuchof the initial
workdidnotneed tobe repeated.

However, Kerrison cautions that it
will not beappropriate for every
business, particularly the smaller ones
notwillingor able toadopt theextra
disciplines around reportingand
independentdirectors. “It’s not for
someonewho’s operatingout of their
gardenshed. It needs tobea small or
medium-sizedcompany that’swilling to
doall the things tobecomeamore
professionalmediumor large size
companyover a longperiodof time.”

Renaissance’s capital raisingwas
helping it growsales atmore than30
per cent and itwas lookingat the
potential for another capital raising to
fundyetmoregrowthwithin ayear.

He sumsup theappealwith
reference to recent commentsby fellow
crowd-fundedbrewerYeastieBoys,who
jokinglydescribedpassive investments
from ”friends and family”asdumb
money,while crowdfundedcapital from
customerswhowere fanswasmore
engaged. “That’swhy they called their
money lovemoney.”


